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Disabled students want REC pool ramp
By Tyrone van ilooydonk

Ron Barrett, Schuller said.
The pool is planned to be equipped with a stainless steel Nolan Poolift that uses hydraulic pressure to raise
and lower a chair into the water. Wheelchairs must be left
next to the lift and then the student can get into the seal.
Pool construction is scheduled to start next year on
the south side of San Carlos Street between Eight and
Ninth streets.
The pool will be very popular with disabled students
because SJSU has no pool that is easily accessible for men
and women, Schutter said. There is a ramp to the deck of
the women’s pool but none into the water, he said. The
men’s pool can’t be reached with a wheelchair and it’s
hard for them to schedule time in the women’s pool, he

Daily staff writer

The pool of the planned Recreation and Events Center
will be equipped with a hydraulic lift but disabled students would rather have a ramp to get in and out of the
water.
"I . . have chatted to a bunch of my students and
they’re real concerned about the kind of independent access means," said Marty Schulter, director of the Disabled Students Office. "i A ramp) is clearly a preference
of the disabled students."
The SJSU Disabled Students Association is looking
into the possibility of placing a ramp in the Rec Center
pool and will present a report to Student Union Director

Radio
Aztlan
receives
funding

said
The ability of disabled swimmers to get in and out of
the pool by themselves is the most important concern,
Schuller said.
"The goal for all disabled programs, and should be
for all the campuses and society in general, is to allow as
much independence for disabled people as possible," he
said.
"They (Nolan Poolifts I have been used very successfully by handicapped people in wheelchairs," Barrett
said. "They are completely self-operated."
A brochure from the lift company in Louisville states
That is the only "self-operated accessibility device for
pools." The lift is water-powered and can be used with

"average pressure from a garden hose
Two pools at Berkeley High School are equipped with
Nolan Poolifts that are used in the disabled swimming
program of the Berkeley Recreation Department.
"I think it’s good to have one person help ( use the lift)
because you have to get your wheelchair right up toil and
then you have to get from the wheelchair into the (lift)
seat," said Kirk Chiapella, aquatics coordinator for the
recreation department.
"To try to move yourself over is just risky," he said.
"(But) so far it’s been quite dependable. We’ve had it for
two years and we haven’t had any problems at all."
Adeline Lope,, I/SA publicity director and competicontinued on page 3

Student
is still
missing

Breathin’ easy

Four brothers join
in Big Sur search

By David Wenstrom
Daily staff writer

After deferring a student radio
club’s request for funds last week,
the Associated Students Board of Directors voted Wednesday to give the
group a $1,244 special allocation, including $792 as a direct allocation and
Serallas loan..
-After one board mernber called
Radio Aztlan’s request "way out of
line" and others questioned the feasibility of paying back the loan with Tshirt sales, the board postponed the
vote a week. The board approved the
request Wednesday 7-3 with two
abstentions.
Radio Aztlan, a subsidiary of
KSJS, requested the loan to buy Tshirts and the direct allocation for an
open house to celebrate "Radio AztIan," a new radio program featuring
public affairs and a mixture of "oldies, salsa and high-energy music."
The show, patterned after "La Cosa
Nueva," which went off the air last
semester, will air every Friday beginning in February. Profits from the
T-shirt sales are to go to paying off
the loan and buying more T-shirts.
"The T-shirt sales show good
foresight and future planning," said
A.S. Controller Gabriel Miramontes.
Miramontes said the group plans
to become self-supporting through Tshirt sales. However, not all board
members were as comfortable with
the group’s request during last
week’s meeting. And others said the
board should be more prepared for
requests that come to it for a vote.
"I feel uncomfortable because I
wasn’t at the (special allocations)
meeting to be able to take part in the
discussion," said A.S. Director of
Community Affairs Tim Orozco durcontinued on page 3
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Mie Schneider

Paul and Alicia Economou sit outside of the Spartan
Bakery on Thursday in support of the American Cancer
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Society’s "Great American Smokeout." The toddlers
probably don’t need to kick the habit, though.

Four brothers from Michigan, clinging to
the last vestiges of hope, will continue combing the mountains near Big Sur throughout
the weekend in search of their sister, Ann
Marie Courtney.
Courtney, 28, a part-time SJSU biology
student, was last seen Oct. 25 when she took
off hiking alone in Pfeiffer Big Sur State
Park, 30 miles south of Monterey.
Monterey Sheriff’s deputies and a private
investigator were notified by Courtney’s sister, Mary Courtney Smith, on Nov. II after
Courtney’s car was found in the area where
she took off hiking from.
The deputies mounted several searches
covering a 12-mile radius, always coming up
empty handed. Wednesday, after using
trained search dogs to look for Courtney in
the rugged Los Padres National Forest, they
gave up.
"We are discontinuing the search," said
Lt. John Crisan, Monterey County Sheriff’s
Department. "We have no idea where she
might be"
The case will be left open and assigned to
an investigative officer, Crisan said.
"I believe she’s up in the hills somewhere
and has met with an accident or foul play,"
he said.
The search, which used ground crews,
helicopters and spreading the word to hikers,
gave deputies "no scent, no track, no nothing," Crisan said.
"It was like looking for a needle in a
haystack," he said.
Michael 0’ Kelly , the private investigator searching for Courtney, said he has no
new leads in the case.
Dan, Dave, Brian and Hugh Courtney are
being joined by Ann Marie’s brother-in-law.
Jeff Smith. All are from the Detroit area of
continued on page 3

Prof explains how disease attacks immune system
Healthy immune system

Infected immune system

Virus symptoms highlighted
By Denver Lewellen
Daily staff writer
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In the healthy immune system, when a virus
enters the body, it is recognized by the macrophage, which alerts the Helper T -cells. The
T -cells then stimulate the B -cells to produce
antibodies, which, in turn, attack and kill the
virus.
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In the infected immune system, the Helper
1 -cells are attacked by the AIDS virus and
they are no longer able to stimulate the B cells. The AIDS virus then replicates within
the T -cells, changing the 1 -cells into AIDS
virus "factories."
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The destruction of the human
body’s immune system by a new, currently incurable virus was the subject of Wednesday night’s seminar on
AIDS.
SJSU biology Prof. Richard Ingraham, an AIDS researcher, spoke
to a group of 170 people, many of
whom were biology students.
"The AIDS problem is quite horrendous," Ingraham said. "We
should all be aware of the fact that
AIDS is here in the valley. We can anticipate more cases, if they aren’t already here."
Ingraham began the lecture with
a short note on the politics of the discovery of AIDS virus, HTLV-3.
French researchers actually discovered the virus, which it termed
LAV,
lympadenophy
associated
virus, before Americans did. The
U.S. scientists, however, put a patent
on their discovery before those at the
Pasteur Institute in Paris did.
There is an ongoing argument as
to who will eventually get credit for
the virus’ discovery.
"I think that when history is written, Luc Montagnier of the Pasteur

More
students
in CSU
By Shannon Rasmussen
Daily staff writer

nstitute will get the credit "
With a series of slides, someimes very graphic, Ingraham re
raced the first media attention of
AIDS back to 1961, citing headlines
that read: "Mysterious Pneumonia
In Gay Men," and "Cancer Outbreak
Among Homosexuals."
"This is a disastrous malady for
the gay community," he said "It has
become a leading cause of death."
He showed several slides of AIDS
patients, with various stages of Kaposi’s sarcoma One mad had blemishes on the soles of his feet, another had them all over his entire
body. Another picture was taken
right before the death of the patient,
and it depicted Kaposi’s sarcoma at
its worst: the top part of the man’s
thighs were solid black due to the
continued on page 3

The California State University 1965-86 enrollment figures have reached the greatest
increase in eight years and
more money will be needed for
the systemwide budget
Student enrollment overall
has increased to 324,697. It is 8,692 more students than last fall
and there hasn’t been an increase of this magnitude since
1977.
"It appears the CSU, which
admits students from the top
one-third of California high
school graduates, is enrolling at
a slight increase in proportion
to the one-third in previous
years," said Ralph Bigelow, assistant dean of education support services
"I think part of the reason
( of the increase I is the cost of
higher education going up and
continued on page 3
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East Germany more evil than good
Since the German Democratic Republic ( East Germany) became a Soviet satellite in the late 1940s, East
Berlin has maintained a strict policy of restricted access
to Western tourists.
It is not hard to see why. Given what the East Germans perceive as "imperialist aggression" along their
borders, why should they admit the aggressors within
their borders?
Moreover, what they see as the hallmarks of tourism,
leisure and idleness, don’t exactly fit in with their program of rapid development and stringent moral -ethical
norms.
However, in the past few years, the East German Politburo has dramatically reversed its long-standing policy
and has opened its gates to Western visitors.
This is a practical and by no means philanthropic
move. Depleted of its foreign currency reserves after
shattered confidence in Poland, and increasingly preoccupied with its image as a police state in Western circles,
it has taken its significant decision.
I was among the first to benefit from this open door
policy, visiting the country two years ago.
What I found was neither a police state nor a completely free and just society, but a lukewarm mixture of
some good combined with rather more evil.
There is little that the East Germans do about redressing their oppressive image as far as the Wall and
other border security measures are concerned.
However they justify much on the Wall on such
grounds as protecting the growth of socialism from the insidious effects of capitalism. These measures need to be
accounted for.
On the West Berlin train that passes through East
Germany, there is an intermittent Wall with electric barbed wire on both sides of the track at official "slow
points" just to stop people from jumping on.
Hounds can be heard on the commuter train from
West to East Berlin, to deter any East German from
jumping off in Western sectors of the city no man wants
to get chewed to bits.
Moreover, unknown to many. the Berlin Wall also ex -

Jack
Tordjman
tends approximately 200 feet underground in the form of
sensory electronic pylons, just in case somebody gets the
bright idea of tunnelling his way out of East Germany.
The transition from West to East Berlin is culture
shock in the extreme sense of the term from the openness and frenetic activity of West Berlin to the desolate
and quiet pace of the East. There are fewer cars, fewer
people, older buildings and more military vehicles.
Although there is a conspicuous lack of variety in con
sumer goods, familiar to all communist societies, the
youth are clad in trendy jeans and shirts.
Not only are the two respective governments in Ber
lin and Bonn diametrically opposed in their approach to
managing their states, but also the people at the grass
roots of society feel no love or special spiritual or cultural
attachment to each other anymore.
Another crucial question that remains unanswered
is: How oppressive is the state? Many argue that East
Germany has entered a phase of liberation, similar to the
USSR’s Krushchev era in the 1950s. Others disagree. They
maintain that East Germany is still the symbol of totalitarianism.
The government tends to downplay these uncomfortable issues and refocuses attention on the successes of the
East German economy and the evils of the capitalist
West

’Toying with genes’ may save life
Renee wants a kitten. But she can’t have one because
she is a victim of ADA deficiency, the inherited immunological disease that killed David, the "Bubble Boy." The
kitten could break her immune system down with some
stray virus.
Lisa wants to be a lawyer. She may never get to be
one. She has an invisible reason to be wary of her future.
She is a victim of cystic fibrosis, a genetic disease whose
victims rarely live into their late 206.
Life. Sometimes we take for granted what has been
given us. Ethics. It’s a part of life we sometimes substitute for life and death itself.
In the 80s, we are seeing development after development in technology and society growth.
The ethics of technology and scientific medical measures used to save lives has been a subject of concern to
many people. There are 3,500 genetic diseases that afflict
people.
Genetic diseases affect as many as I out of 20 newborns, cause half of all miscarriages, nearly half of all infant deaths, and 80 percent of mental retardation.
The problem is many groups are against "toying"
with genes, but if it can save a life, isn’t it the same as putting someone under radiation to kill cancer cells? You’re
doing the same thing you’re trying to save a life.
Today, medical technology is ready to help those who
have been struck with fatal genetic sentences, especially
in replacing and controlling genes.
Last September, the National Institute of Health,
which oversees the safety of gene-splicing, gave researchers approval to begin experiments on humans
under close supervision and guidelines.
A Recombinant -DNA Advisory Committee ( RAC)
and a Biomedical Ethics Board will work together, one to
establish guidelines for doctors in conducting experiments and the other to keep Congress informed about research and ethical implications, respectively.
The question is how far should gene "playing" go and
when should it be used?
Renee could receive a bone marrow transplant to provide her with the missing enzyme. She is only nine years
old, and she was expected to die at age two. But the transplant is risky and could even be fatal. So her parents hope
scientists will find a "miracle" cure, which would replace
the defective gene in her bone marrow.
Lisa faces a disease without a known cure. She worries about diet and exercise since her disease causes the
body to produce a thick secretion, causes incomplete digestion and a problem with breathing. Scientists believe
they can isolate the responsible gene and treat her

Shannon
Rasmussen
In 1980, moral questions were thrown at former president Carter in regards to who should control the experiments and who will be of benefit.
It’s easy to answer. If gene implementation will save
a life, or if anyone who is afflicted is saved the pain, it is
of benefit.
There is a difference between gene doctoring and
gene improvement. For example, if doctors and scientists
start playing with genes that make up a person’s looks,
physical strength or make someone smarter, gene
changes have gone too far.
In a recent poll, 88 percent people of those questioned
said changing genes for gene improvements is going too
far, while only nine percent said they would actually be
interested.
In the same poll, 64 percent people of those questioned
said if it is possible to save lives by altering genes, then
genes should be treated, Only 24 percent said scientists
were playing God.
These are the days for saving lives with the knowledge we possess. Scientists have already discovered that
diseases that were once thought to be caused by environmental factors are influenced by at least one gene. We
have the technology to deal with the problem.
Heart disease, diabetes, some forms of cancer, and
alcoholism are some of the diseases scientists want to test
for gene therapy.
Let’s allow the technology to help the 30,000 Americans with cystic fibrosis and the annual 100 Americans
who contract ADA deficiency. Ethics are important, but
there is a limit to how much they should dictate. Shouldn’t
we weigh our ethical beliefs with the life and death of
those innocent victims?

Mtiraliefikw.

Letters to the Editor
Athletes rights violated if tested for drugs
Editor,
Your three-part series on drug testing may seem like
an appropriate report on a current crisis in American
sports. However, if the first article (Tuesday, Nov. 19,
"Drug testing of athletes a possibility at SJSU," page 5) is
any indication of what is to follow, the series will be, in
fact, more propaganda than responsible journalism.
The fault certainly does not lie with the reporter
alone. It seems most everyone involved in ’his " risis"
fails to make a crucial distinction between "p,
anceenhancing" and "performance-impeding" drugs. Identifying these as separate issues is critical if one is to fully
understand the implications, effects and goals of drug
testing at SJSU.
Peter Ueberroth is mentioned as a man familiar with
the enforcement of drug testing because of his experience
as president of the United States Olympic Committee for
the 1964 Olympics and as the new commissioner of Major
League Baseball. But even Ueberroth conveniently ignores the difference between these two situations.
In the Olympics, performance-enhancing drugs, like
steroids for weightlifters and muscle relaxants for rifle
shooters, are illegal because they provide an advantage.
Ueberroth wants to test baseball players for a quite different thing social drugs that supposedly hinder performance, most notably cocaine and marijuana.
In your article, you failed to identify which would be
the goal of SJSU’s drug program. If it’s to eliminate performance-enhancing drugs, I think testing might be a viable answer.

with Big Brother as enforcer
In actuality, we whimsically expect athletes to be
models of the American dream, and it follows, of American propriety. But because a few might think that smoking a joint is a perfectly fine way to relax, do we have the
right to say it isn’t?
I don’t want to get into the dubious rationale for why
pot is illegal in the first place. Yet, even though ills, athletes should have the right to break the law as much as
anyone.
The true motive for testing is to is to protect athletes
from hindering their performance and thus, eventually,
ruining their lives. But again, an athlete should have as
much of a right to ruin his life as anyone else, if that is
what you think marijuana and cocaine do.
Our issue, though, is college athletics, not the pros
who do admittingly have problems coping with fame and
fortune at such a young age. But college athletes? I can’t
think of one whose career was ruined by drug abuse, not
one. Yet, the scholar-athlete would once again be abused.
Hot recruits can create huge revenues for a school
while the athletes receive only a tithe of that, a free education.
it’s really not a bad deal for
They don’t complain
them. But to establish a separate set of ethical standards
that they must adhere to, on top of all their other demands, would be entirely unfair.

Steroids are unhealthy, and kids shouldn’t be put at a
disadvantage if they decide not to bulk up artificially.
Anyone who outwardly opposes testing draws attenHowever, if the intent is to eliminate the use of social
and athletes need bad ink about as much
drugs, testing of college athletes would be totally unfair, tion to himself,
as politicians do. Testing would also separate the scholarunwise and probably illegal
athlete even further away from the student body.
Unfortunately, the testing would apparently try to
A large part of the college experience is the social
cover both issues, and if so, its abuses would still far outweigh its gains. We have no right to test college athletes to life, interacting with fellow students, sharing ideas.
see if they indulge in pleasure drugs and have no right to Sometimes students do this with a joint, and are not lesser
citizens because of it. To deny that, to try to make somepenalize them if they do.
one blind to that, would isolate him from his peers.
Apparently, we fear that drugs negatively affect performance and ruin lives. Because athletes are such
The demands of performing well in school while comheroes the idols of the young, the envy of the masses
peting in an NCAA sport are very difficult for a lot of kids.
we expect them to uphold certain values, and of course, But most of them succeed. Let’s not add another burden,
not break the law.
putting more pressure on them for unfounded reasons and
But the legality of drug consumption is not the issue. our own misguided expectations.
Joseph Whalen
If it were, we’d apparently be supporting random public
Teaching assistant
testing, perhaps before intramural and recreation games,
English

AIDS Awareness Week spurs other needs
Editor,
I note from the Spartan Daily’s Wednesday ( Nov. 20)
story that the Academic Senate has endorsed an AIDS
Awareness Week. I think two comments are appropriate.
The Senate should consider sponsoring an awareness week for gonorrhea, herpes and syphilis. Perhaps a
coalition of heterosexuals will demand equal time.
Then, perhaps, a week on marijuana and cocaine addiction could follow. To do these things in an organized
manner, a special Senate Committee on Fashions and
Trends could recommend new weeks for new trends all
year long.

The headline in the story reads: "Faculty endorses
awareness week." I doubt it. I did not endorse it, nor did
anyone ask me if I wanted to.
The Academic Senate represents faculty activists,
students and the administration; all have votes in it. The
only group that can really claim to represent faculty is
the California Faculty Association; that’s what most of us
voted for a few years back as a bargaining agent for collective bargaining.
Frederic A. Weed
Professor
Political science

Article on conservative group ’ludicrous’
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Editor,
This letter is in response to Denver Lewellen’s opinion piece printed on the editorial page of the Nov. 19 Spartan Daily.
We again see Mr. Lewellen’s lashing out and verbally
attacking the conservative tide in America. This time his
main target is "Students for America." Before I go any
further I would like to make it perfectly clear that I am
not in any way in favor of censorship or any type of oppression. I fully support Mr. Lewellen’s right to freedom
of speech and his right to publicize his opinions. I would
like to remind him that the majority of the people in this
world do not have this right.
I would now like to exercise my own right to freedom
of expression by saying Mr. Lewellen’s article is absolutely ludicrous In no way has Students for America made
the implication that those who do not agree with this
group’s philosophy are not for "America" and thus unpatriotic.
The beautiful thing about America is that people as
diverse as Mr. Lewellen and myself have the freedom to

believe whatever we want and to publicly promote those
beliefs. I would not for a moment try to stifle Mr. Lewelien’s beliefs, however it seems that he is quite willing to
undermine all of the things which have made this country
great. Students For America does not want a one -party totalitarianist government as Mr. Lewellen stipulates. Students for America knows and respects that this society
was built upon a competitive political system where the
two rival idealogies seek the support of the majority vote.
It is hoped that in this manner truth shall triumph and rationality be victorious.
Sure, we ( America ) have made some mistakes. I’ll be
the first to admit we are not perfect But, we learn from
our mistakes and try not to repeat them
Mr. Lewellen’s attack was totally unwarranted and
also absurd. I think he owes Students for America an apology.
I hope you will consider my words
Farewell comrade Lewellen
Steve Cressy
Senior
Students for America
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Student 1
search
continues
continued from page I
Michigan
"We are going to continue
our search," Smith said. "We
need experts, perhaps a mountaineering club that can climb
down into the ravines We can’t
go too far off the trail."
Smith said that they have
searched along every trail
where Courtney might have
hiked and are going to concentrate more closely on the river
area.
The five men, who say they
have "understanding employers" in Michigan, do not regret
the decision to come to California two weeks ago to help
search.
"We knew we were needed,
so we came," Smith said. "It
was something we had to do."
Smith said that they will go
"day by day" and have no time
limit on their efforts.
Along with the actual
searching, the family has called
Courtney’s friends, visited her
past residences and are distributing posters with their missing
sister’s picture on it.
Police have not ruled out
the possibility that Courtney is
elsewhere.
"This is a very unusual
case," Crisan said. "So far any
time a person has been reported
missing in that area, either the
person or the body has been
found."
"It’s just a matter of time,"
he added.
The family is asking that
anyone with information please
contact the Monterey County
Sheriffs Department.
While Courtney’s sister said
it was "not unusual" for Ann
Marie to hike alone, U.S. Forest
Service rangers do not advise it.
"Officially all we can do is
advise on the weather conditions," Burt Starr, U.S. ranger
said. "But if a friend asked me I
would tell them always to go
with somebody.
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AIDS takes toll on body’s immune system
continued from page I
eoalescion of KS legions.
Ingraham went into great detail to describe
the bodily processes that occur when someone is
infected with the virus the biology of AIDS
"The culprit behind AIDS isn’t an ordinary
virus," he said. "It is a retrovirus.
"A retrovirus has information for making
an enzyme called ’reverse transcriptase,’ which
enables the cell to make a complimentary DNA
molecule, which then can enter the nucleus of
the host cell.
"From that point, the virus becomes integrated into the chromosome of the host cell and
then that DNA can be transcribed to make more
RNA (genetic structures for more AIDS vi noes
In simpler terms, the AIDS virus has the
ability to incorporate itself in the nucleus of
body cells and alter genetic structures.
HTLV-3, termed by Dr. Robert Gallo of the
United States, stands for Human 1-Cell lymphotrophic Virus -strain 3. Leukemia, which also affects 1-cells, is called HTLV-1.
"In distinction from HTLV-1," Ingraham
said, "which causes leukemia, HT1.V-3 doesn’t

transform T -cells into cancerous ones, it simply.
kills them."
In order to understand why the virus is solethat, a small background of the immune system
must be given.
There are three main parts of the human
body’s immune system: the macrophage, the 1cells, and the B-cells.
When a virus enters an otherwise healthy
body, it is first detected by the macrophage cell.
which alerts the T-cell, which then produces B cells designed to cap that particular virus and
destroy it. B-cells come in different shapes and
sizes, depending on the virus.
What is so unique about the HTLV-3 virus is
that it attacks the 1-cells, destroying their capability to create B -cells to cap the virus. The hazardous effects of this are not immediately apparent, because the body is still healthy.
However, ordinarily benign diseases become opportunistic because the body’s immune
system has been stiffled. Diseases like Kaposi’s
Sarcoma wreak havoc with the body, literally
taking over.
Ingraham said that another component of
the virus that is making it so difficult to control
is that there appear tit he many different strains

Of it
"In eighteen individuals, all eighteen virus
strains are different. This is a highly variable
virus and that makes the prospect of developing
a vaccine which would immunize against all the
strains of it difficult."
"However," he added, "if we could find a
region that is held in common in all of the
strains, we just might be able to do it."
Symptoms of AIDS, which are not unique to
the disease, include:
unexplained, persistant and increasing
fatigue
...dramatic weight loss
-persistant dry cough
persistant diarrhea
r pneumonia
..--Kaposi’s Sarcoma
Ingraham also discussed the simultaneous
development of the AIDS antibody test in the
United States and France.
"Ours is good," he said, "but France’s is a
little bit better."
Through the AIDS antibody test, it is possible to detect exposure to the virus becuase a certain type of innefective antibodies are produced,
in spite of the destruction of the T-eells

AIDS virus carriers
in the United States:
Homosexual or
bisexual men

1,345,500

Intravenous drug users

270,000

Hemophiliacs

8,970

Heterosexual contacts
of people at high risk

14.400

Past recipients of
blood or blood plasma

20,700

Persons in no
known risk group

64,200

Total

1,723,770

Disabled students request ramp for swimming pool
continued from page 1
tion swimmer, said she has fallen
twice from hydraulic lifts made by
other manufacturers.
"I don’t know anything really
about (Nolan Poolifts)," Lopez said.
"I just know that I’ve never had any
good experience with lifts in pools. I
don’t know if I could work one of
these things myself."
Lopez is a member of the Waterwheels Swim Team, based at the
Timpeny Center in San Jose. She has
been a competition swimmer for two
years in the National Wheelchair
Athletic Association.
"They should check it out and
talk to disabled students about it because they’re the ones that are going
to use it," Lopez said. "I think
they’re just getting a lift for their own
convenience."
"This is what the ( Rec Center ar-

Enrollment
increases
drastically
continued from page i
the CSU, in a sense, continues lobe a
bargain," Bigelow said.
The CSU Board of Trustees
adopted last week a request to the
California Department of Finance for
an "enrollment emergency" fund to
accommodate for the increase of fulltime equivalent students.
The system is requesting approximately $680,000 because it needs supplementary appropriations to support exceeding enrollment, said
Louis Messner, associate vice chancellor of budget planning and administration.
According to Messner, the pro
jections for the total year are 5,17:1
students above what was budgeted
for the 1985-86 academic year. The
budget for this year was for 242,87o
FTE students and there are a pm
dieted 248,043 FTE students.
The FTE student standard is
based on the number of total student
units divided by 15.
"There is no clear cut answer
the increase)," Messner said.
According to the state’s 1985 Budget Act, if the system’s prediction for
expected enrollment is 2 percent
more than expected, then an emer
gency fund is supplied. If it is 2 per
cent lower than expected, then the
CSU must give back money, he said.
The CSU system qualifies for the
emergency fund because there has
been a 2.2 percent increase from predicted enrollment projections.
The proposal must go through
joint committees of the finance department and then be distributed by
a formula driven basis, Messner
said.
"Once we get the money, it will
go to the campuses and be used for instructional related and enrollment
related functions," he said.
Messner said that the finance department should accept the proposals
and he is optimistic that the extra
funding will be supplied since the increased enrollment was unanticipated.
The allocations from the state
are determined by the number of
FIE students. For example, SJSU
was allocated money for 17,800 FTE
students, but the new annual projection is 18,408 FTE students, Messner
said. Already SJSU is beyond this
number with 18,803 FTE students this
semester.
The actual amount of money to
be allotted will not be known until the
budget proposal is adopted by the
governor and the CSU system knows
of appropriate allocations.
It’s not very much in terms of
dollars allocated to the campuses
though, Messner said. It will be up to
the individual campuses how to LIS(’
the extra funds, provided it is used
for instructional purposes, he said.
The increase in both enrollment
and graduate programs relate to the
increasing premium that society is
placing on a university -educated population, W. Ann Reynolds, CSU chancellor slated in a press release.

chitect’s) pool consultant has recommended," Barrett said. "I have, of
course, the greatest respect for the
needs of the handicapped students
Anything I’m saying is certainly not
to try to run counter with their concerns or needs."
Schuller said that Barrett and
the S.U. have been "extremely responsive" to disabled student needs
in the past.
"I do think it’s tS.U.l pretty responsive," Lopez said.
The Nolan Poolift, at $3,800 installed, is one-tenth the cost of a
ramp, Barrett said, and that they
take up no space in the pool from
other swimming activities.
"I can bet it’s going to be significantly more than a lift but if we design it ahead of time it shouldn’t be
ten times more it shouldn’t be radically expensive," Schutter said.

’Being
disabled . . . people
stare at you, people
notice you. You’ve
got this thing to get
you in and out of the
pool and a ramp is
more discreet.’
Adeline Lopez,
DSA publicity director
Schutter said that a ramp could
present some space problems. There
are state and federal codes on building a pool ramp for wheelchairs, he
said.

One foot of ramp length is required for every inch of descent, he
said.
"If they decide to go get the lift
and I find out that it is a perfectly
good lift and it is reliable then I’m not
going to push," Lopez said.
"Before I decide how hard I’m
going to push, I think what I’m going
to do is look over the material on the
ramp more and try to talk to other
people who have a lift and see what
they think about it."
However, Lopez said that even if
the lift is safe and can be operated
without any assitance, she would still
prefer a ramp.
"I personally like something
more discreet," she said. "If you’ve
got a nice pool ramp you just roll
right into the pool, there’s no problem
no jumping into a chair and pushing it down into the water it’s so

natural.
"Being disabled
people stare
at you, people notice you. You’ve got
this thing to get you in and out of the
pool and a ramp is more discreet. I. ,
think with a lift people are going to
notice you more than with a ramp.
They want to be more discreet about
things."
Lopez also said that if many disabled swimmers are using the pool it
will take too much time for all of
them to get in and out of the pool. She ,
said that three swimmers can exit
the pool at the same time on a ramp,,
and that would be better to have in
emergencies.
"If there was proof that this lift
wouldn’t do the job, I guess then that
(a ramp) would be the thing to do,"
Barrett said. "They would have to
prove (to the S.U. Board of Directors) that this lift couldn’t dolt."

A.S. Board allocates funds to radio club
continued from page I
ing last week’s board meeting.
Orozco is a member of the special allocations committee which
reviews funds requests from groups
not in the A.S. budget. Committee
recommendations of more than $200
must go before the board for a vote.
Orozco said he couldn’t attend
the Nov. 7 special allocations meeting because he was preparing for
the Nov. 7 city council meeting
where he voiced the AS’s support
of the closure of San Carlos Street.
The board should be prepared
to vote on special allocations recommendations when they come before it, said Tim Haines, A.S. director of California State Affairs.

"This board has got to realize
that we do recieve these (special allocations meeting minutes) days
before the meeting," Haines said.
"This is not the time to educate ourselves."
Andy Slean, AS. director of
Non-Traditional Minority Affairs,
said he wanted to delay the vote so
the A.S. could see the T-shirt design
Radio Aztlan planned to use.
"From my own experience with
the disaster in Homecoming week, I
suggest you bring the T-shirt design
and show it to us," Slean said.
About 120 of 450 Homecoming
T-shirts were sold, said A.S. Business Administrator Jean Lenart.
However, the Homecoming T-shirts

didn’t arrive on campus until the
day before the Homecoming football game.
"I just think the request is way
out of line because there’s already a
mechanism through KSJS for advertising," said Craig Carter, AS,
director of Student Rights and Responsibilities.
Part of Radio Aztlan’s request
included funds for fliers and brochures.
After the board tabled the vote
last week, the special allocations
committee reviewed the Radio AztIan request during its Nov. 14 meeting, then presented the same recommendation to the board on
Wednesday for a vote.

LARGEST BOOK SELECTION
IN THE BAY AREA

BOOKS INC.

The Complete Bookstore
New Expanded Location
420 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
STEVENS CREEK at WINCHESTER
M.

The request passed with no discussion from the board.
Jesse Marquez, who represented Radio Aztlan during the
board meeting last week, said he is
"very happy" with the allocation.
The delay didn’t hurl the gtoup
he said, but the week delay means a
week delay in receiving the funds.
"Radio Aztlan" will cater to the
Chicano community in the San Jose
area, Marquez said.
He said the format is about "75
to 80 percent Engish with a few
Spanish words thrown in to keep the
Chicano’s interest."
The open house will be in Febuary. Marquez said, but a date has
not been set.

FARMER JONES
USED TIRES
All Sizes
Mounting and
Balancing Available
’2("’ OFF EACH TIRE
with this ad
1775 First St., San Jose

CALL NOW

9:30-9:30
9:30-5:30
1 1 00 5:00

293-7612

243-6262

samTrans goes to the seals!

Special buses to An Nuevo

State Reserve: Dec. 14 through March 16, 1986.

Rain or shine, trips leave from San Mateo and Half Moon
Bay to picturesque Mb Nuevo State Reserve for stateguided visits with the massive elephant seals and their
fascinating offspring. Departures from Hillsdale Shopping
Center every Saturday and Sunday in December and March
at 9:45 a.m. and 10:45 a.m. In January and February,
departures every Saturday and Sunday at 9:45 a.m., 10:45
a. m.. and 11:45 a. m. All trips return approximately 6 hours

Preferred
Date

Af10 Nuevo Reservation Form
Hillsdale
Departure
(select time
Number of
listed above)
Passengers

First choice:
Second choice:
Third choice:
El HMB
Name:
Address:
Day Phone:
Mail coupon with. $8.00 for each passenger. Checks payable to:
945 California Dr , Burlingame, CA 94010

sanirrans

later. First come, first served: send coupon below for your
bus trip/seal reservation card. IF DEPARTING FROM
HALF MOON BAY, PLEASE CHECK BOX UNDER
DEPARTURE TIME. Prepaid reservations cannot be refund
ed or exchanged. The $8.00 fee includes the State Reserve
tour fee.
No trips are scheduled for Dec. 29, Jan. 4, 5, 12.
INFORMATION 348-SEAL.
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Spartans-Rebels to close out disappointing seasons
By Bob Gibbany
Daily staff writer

The Spartans and Rebels will
close out seasons of missed opportunities and disappointing setbacks tomorrow when SJSU hosts UNLV at 7
p.m.
Both teams went into the season
with high hopes the Rebels were
picked to finish tied for first in the
PCAA, while the Spartans were
picked for third. Neither lived up to
those expectations.
"Neither of us (SJSU and UNLV)
had the type of season we were
looking forward to, UNLV head
coach Harvey Hyde said. "San Jose
State is probably looking forward to
their season coming to an end, like
we are.
One of the most disappointing
and startling games of the season for
the Rebels was last week’s 48-7 drubbing by Division 1 -AA Nevada -Reno.
"I’m sure that last week’s game
wasn’t the most rewarding feeling,"
Hyde said, "but it was something
we’re going to have to stomach. We
made a lot of mistakes and we played
in adverse conditions."
One of the most adverse conditions was the fog and ice that made it
impossible for the team’s flight to
land in Reno. The plane was forced to
circle and ended up landing at a navy
base 10 hours after it took off from
Las Vegas.
Despite the drubbing by Reno, all
is not lost for the third-place Rebels,
5-5 overall and 4-2 in the PCAA.
If they beat SJSU (2-8, 2-4 in the
PCAA) tomorrow night, they will
move into second place. Not what
Hyde was looking for when the season started, but considering PCAA
champion Fresno State’s undefeated
season, he’s taking what he can get.
1
1

Last season was a completely different story, when UNLV went 7-0 in
the PCAA and 10-2 overall in winning
the conference title though the Rebels were forced to forfeit all their
victories because they used ineligible
players).
Hyde knew things wouldn’t be the
same this year, though, when UNLV
quarterback Randall Cunningham,
last year’s PCAA Offensive Player of
the Year, graduated and was drafted
by the Philadelphia Eagles.
As Cunningham’s replacement,
junior Steve Stallworth has done the
job, but he’s no Cunningham.
"He hasn’t had that bad of a
year," Hyde said. "When you compare it with Randall, things don’t look
that great."
SJSU head coach Claude Gilbert
agreed.
"The biggest thing . . . is that
Cunningham was such a great
scrambler that if you covered the receivers, he could take off with the
ball and really hurt you," Gilbert
said.
"Stallworth hasn’t demonstrated
that kind of ability," he said. "He’s
more of a dropback, pocket passer."
Stallworth has completed 122
passes in 262 attempts for 1,747 yards
and nine touchdowns this season. In
1984, Cunningham completed 225 of
360 for 2,898 yards and 26 touchdowns.
SJSU linebacker Curt Lyon is
more worried about another part of
the UNLV offense.
"Their big player is (tailback)
Kirk Jones," he said. "He’s the one
we’ll probably want to concentrate
on
Jones, a junior who was named
an honorable-mention All-American
last year. has rushed for 748 yards

and four touchdowns on 141 carries
this year. lie is also the Rebels third leading receiver, with 19 receptions
for 266 yards and two touchdowns.

week’s stomping by Reno.
One Spartan on offense who feels
he can make a difference is running
back K.0 Clark

It’s hard to get in the flow of the game
with only 12 carries."

said "I feel I’m effective every time
I touch the ball. I do what I can with
what I get.

On the offensive side, SJSU undoubtedly hopes the Rebel defense
doesn’t strike back angrily from last

"I haven’t gotten as many yards
the last few games because I need the
ball more," Clark said "I need it at

Clark carried 12 times for 34
yards in the Spartans last game, a 3722 loss to Long Beach State on Nov. 7.
"I can’t understand it," Clark

"They ( the Rebels) have a good
pass rush and a good pass defense I
think the run would help keep them
off balance."
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HILLSDALE TWIN CINEMAS
ALWAYS
3 BIG HITS

0

Here Come the Little.
1230,6:15
Better off Dead
2:15, 8:00
Remo Williams 4:05 9:45

MATINEES
DAILY

Reanimator
1 2:1 5. 5:25. 10:35
Silver Bullet 1A5, 7:00
Death Wish III 3:40, 8:50

Always Triple Features!

Free Refill On Popcorn Tub!

Classic Walt Disney Cartoon On Every Program!
Hillsdale at Camden Across from Gemco

Ron Cockerille

448-3456

Starters
selected
for all-star
contest

DINING OUT
AdvERTisE 277-3171

Ut3r;CUZ:KX3K3C7C
CLASSIFIEDS

277-3175

-

Fxkclockck=c4
LUNCH
11:30 am -2:00 pm,
Mon. -Fri.
DINNER
5 pm -9 pm, Mon. -Sun.

336 EAST WILLIAMS ST.

173W. SANTA CLARA ST

295-5044 \

297-1132

ADVERTISE
FOR RESULTS
277-3171

The Polynesian Experience

NOW SERVING OUR POPULAR

’The best old fashion

Join us for lunch or Dinner and let us take you to the islands

"ALL YOU CAN EAT
BUFFET
Featuring: Salad bar, hot
100"INN
Mexican entrees, Rice a beans,

LUNCH BUFFET

featuring your favor de Beachcomber
entrees deliciord salads. Med rrce,
abundant fifth lruir fl te.on and trio I,
1110,
Served 11 10-1 30 PM Monday I hi,,
Friday; Sunday Brunch 10 PM 1 PM
Entrees May Vary

hot Chips W/Salea Fresco
LUNCH or DIMMER

hamburger and homemade tries in San Jose. -

DINNER
(Table...de Server)
An array of Cantonese and Mandarin
specialbes as well., our delicious
seafood and steaks
Sunday ihru Thursday 5.10 PM
Friday & Saturday 5-11 PM

Ph pinion + Tar

499 E. Hamilton Ave. next to Breuner
Campbell, CA 40e-374-4290

CAFE &SALOON

Servals The South Pat-ihr
Soot 1914

THE
BURGER
HOUSE
OHS Sala! Narita
Son tOaeopii
In earn to to
tall
1111111

(Ut. hip Clara
)

MOROCCAN

EL-MAGHREB RESTAURANT

Stevens Creek Blvd., at Lawrence Expressway
Cupertino (408) 996-3547

I/1101SO San lot

A UNIOUE
MOROCCAN DINING
WITHOUT COMPROMISE
Banquet facilities
any Group from 2 to 200
Reservations (4041 2114-2243

CHINESE FOOD WITHOUT THE WAIT
LUNCH SPECIAL S1.91 M-F 11:30-2 PM

145 W Santa Clara Street
rserween Markel St S Sao Pedro Sel

San Jews, CA 05113
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WE FEATURE
Brnabsour Ribs
Zvicrhioi & Pock
Jumbo E, Rolls
SWIFT & SOUK Posh Posh Rib SUM,
Bill Pipplas Bid Chickts BIM Oli
Swain & SOVN Ribs Bid STEW
Chow Mtio
Bait CautiRowie
Cueeitil Chitties
POW Pose
CORNER OF BA & E. SANTA CLARA. OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
(ON( Block Isom School of Ericinetainc)
Feiid Rite

294 - 2243

Try our authentic dishes from the
land of Morocco
El Megnreb Moroccan food ie
out of Mae world’
Ben Joe* Mercury New.

Daily staff photographer

Labo Malauulu and the rest of the Spartans will close out a 1985 season that was no lulu. A win would give SJSU a 3-8 record
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SAN FRANCISCO
Four
quarterbacks,
including
Robbie
Bosco of the powerful Brigham
Young team and Brian McClure of
unbeaten Bowling Green, were the
first players chosen for the 61st
Shrine East-West Game, it was announced Thursday.
Bosco and Washington State’s
Mark Rypien will be the West quarterbacks. McClure and Indiana’s
Steve Bradley will do the passing for
the East in the college football allstar game scheduled Jan 11 at Stanford Stadium.
"We think it’s the best quarterback foursome we’ve had in quite
a few years. All of them are highly
rated nationally," said Chuck Taylor,
the East-West Game selection coordinator.
Bosco has thrown 27 touchdown
passes so far this season. He passed
for 3,875 yards and 33 TDs last season
for BYU’s national championship
team

Are you denying
yourself
a better shot
at grad school?
Okay, it may be too late to
get a 40. But it’s not too late to
try to do better on your LSAT,
GMAT, GRE, or MCAT. For that,
there’s Stanley H. Kaplan.
No one has prepped more
students than Stanley H.
Kaplan. Our test-taking techniques and educational
programs have prepared
over 1 million students.
So whatever grad school
exam you’re taking, call us.
Remember, the person next to
you during your exam might
have taken a Kaplan
course

KAPLAN

mstat III APIANEIrl I( 0110001 CENTER di,

TOW 40405

fl.7,
ANY TWO COMBINATION
SELECTIONS
oa
$2.25
ANY THREE COMBINATION
SELECTIONS
Nor solid with wry orlon tam
"MR. p.. oRdt Exp. 11/27/85
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FREE
JUMBO ICC ROE 1.
with peach*.
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The world’s leading
test prep organization.
ENROLLING NOW! Visit us at our center
449 Hamilton Ave , Palo Alto CA 943i1,
Or call us days, evenings or erven 0,eelter1
Oar Phan. naPthaf

(415) 327-0841.
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Classic tourney
opens at SJSU
By Rub Gibbati
Daily staff writef
Over the past live years, the AnheuserBusch Classic has been dominated by such
college basketball standouts as USC AllAmerican Cheryl Miller and UCLA’s Denise
Curry, both veterans of the 1984 Olympic
Games.
This year’s classic, which opens tonight
with a 6 p.m. game between Hawaii and
Stanford and an 5 p.m. contest between
SJSU and Arizona, is up for grabs.
At least that’s the way the coaches tell
it.
"We have numerous injuries and we’re
very inexperienced," said first -year Stanford head coach Tara VanDerBeer.
One of the key injuries to the Cardinal is
a stress fracture suffered by forward Kami
Anderson, who led a 7-19 Stanford team last
year in scoring with 14.7 points per game.
VanDerBeer hopes two freshmen 6 foot -2 forward Evon Asforis and 6-foot -5
center Jill Yanke
will help fill the void
created by the injuries and graduation.
"The freshmen are coming along," she
said."Yanke is very talented, but is also
very inexperienced."
In assessing her team’s chances in the
Classic, VanDerBeer said, "We’ve kind of
got the cards stacked against us.
Things may not be as bad as they sound
though. The Cardinal has three seniors who
played on the 1982 Classic championship
team, including 5-1001-3 guard Virginia
Sourlis, the 1982 tourney MVP.
Another doomsayer is Hawaii head
coach Bill Nepfel, whose team finished
fourth in the PCAA last year with a 20-12 record, the only tournament team that enjoyed a winning season in 1984-85.

"We’re calling this a rebuilding year,"
he said. "We have six new players on our
team. It’s really going to be a learning year
for us."
The Rainbows’ only returning starter is
6-foot -3 junior forward Bryna Jones, who
averaged 9.0 points and 4.7 rebounds a
game last year.
After losing four starters from last
year’s team, including the top three scorers
and rebounders, Nepfel moved Jones into
the frontcourt to fill a gaping hole.
Jones will be replaced by 6-foot -5
Jeanne Wade, the top returning rebounder,
with 5.7 per game last year.
One characteristic shared by Stanford,
Hawaii and Arizona is a relatively inexperienced coaching staff. Only Nepfel has
any experience with his team he is in his
second year at Hawaii.
That may be a problem for Stanford.
according to VanDerBeer, who came from
Ohio State, where she was 110-37, 28-3 last
year.
"It’s really difficult (because) I don’t
know anything about any of the other teams
( in the tournament)," she said. "I’ve never
seen them play."
Nepfel also professed ignorance of his
opponent’s game plan.
Arizona also has a new coaching staff.
headed by Wendy Larry, who had been an
assistant at Old Dominion, last year’s national champions.
But the core of the Wildcat team returns from last year’s 7-21 season, including
5-foot -7 guard Kirsten Smith, who averaged
11.9 points last year, and 6-foot-2 forward
Brenda Smith, who averaged 10.2 points.

Tough year ahead
By Anne Spandau
Daily staff writer
With a blend of youth and inexperience,
this year’s women’s basketball team has its
work cut out to make this season a winning
effort.
After last year’s disappointing 9-17 finish, head coach Sharon Chatman is optimistic about the team’s chances.
"This team is the hardest working team
I’ve had in three or four years," she said.
"They have a positive attitude and they are
very intense. We have a lot of young players
and we’re not real big, so it’s fortunate we
have this attitude."
SJSU’s first test will come at 8 tonight
when it meets Arizona ih the first round of
the Anheuser-Busch Tipoff Classic in Spar-

tan Gym.
The mainstay in the Spartan backcourt
is 5-1001-4 Dana Foster, a senior point guard.
Chatman said the team needs to work
around Foster’s abilities.
"Dana is one of the best point guards in
the country," Chatman said. "We need to
develop the other players to compliment
Dana and her abilities."
Foster averaged 12 points per game last
year and led the NorPac in steals and assists. She also made the All-NorPac second
team.
Also helping out in the backcourt will be
sophomore Japora Smith, whom Chatman
termed one of the Spartans’ best scorers.
Smith averaged nine points per game last
season and was named to the league’s All -

Ken P Fluinard

Freshmen team.
"Japora has improved quite a bit since
last season and should make a major contribution this season," Chatman said.
April Gafford, a 5-foot -6 junior, could
also see playing time in the guard spot. A
junior college transfer, Gafford, Chatman
mid, has the experience the Spartans need.
She averaged 17 points per game last year
at Santa Barbara City College

"Without question the backcourt is our
best area," Chatman said. "We have the
most experience in those positions."
In the frontline, SJSU has only one returning starter, senior forward Taja
Winston. She averaged almost nine points
per game last year, her first season as a
Spartan. ills
Expected to start at center is 6-foot -2

Doug Flutie retains All-American image
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BOSTON (AP) -- Doug Flutie,
millionaire and man of the world,
speaks at luncheons, hawks cologne
and cars in commercials, and wins
praise as a network television commentator.
But Flutie, family man and
hometown boy, still shoots hoops with
high school kids, maintains old
friendships and remains determined
to get his college degree.
"I don’t think I’ve changed that
much," he said. "We bought a home
in Natick ( where he attended high
school) and I still hang out with the
same crowd."
The crowd includes Gerard Phelan. One year ago Saturday his spectacular catch of Flutie’s bomb for a
48-yard, last-play touchdown gave
Boston College a thrilling 47-45 victory over Miami on national television the day after Thanksgiving.
"We spend a lot of time together
and it always seems a reference to
the past comes up," said Flutie.
The Pass was the rocket that
zoomed the quarterback into a year
of seemingly unlimited horizons.
He won the Heisman Trophy and
led Boston College to victory in the
Cotton Bowl. He signed a megabucks

Alzado out
with injury
EL SEGUNDO, Calif. (API
Veteran defensive end Lyle Alzado of
the Los Angeles Raiders has been
placed on the injured reserve list because of a tear in the Achilles tendon
in his left leg, the National Football
League team announced Thursday.

deal with the New Jersey Generals of
the United States Football League.
He married his high school sweetheart. Reviewers applauded his work
on a Saturday college football
scoreboard show.
Of all that, what made him happiest?
"The Miami pass," Flutie said.
"That and being married. My wife
would shoot me if 1 didn’t say that.
"As far as football would be concerned, the Miami pass, by far," he
added. "You had time to build up to
that (other) stuff. You knew you were
going to the Cotton Bowl and that the
Heisman Trophy was coming up that
week and I had a very good shot at
winning it, but the Miami pass was
spontaneous."
He was showered immediately
with widespread acclaim. It took a
few months before he could take that
admiration to the bank. Flutie said he
has no regrets about signing with the
Generals.
Now, at age 24, life is "a lot more
fun because I’m a lot more relaxed.
( I have) financial security," he said.
"I have a lot of options. I know I can
play football. I might have a job in
broadcasting."

Daily stall photograPtii,

Dana Foster, last year’s leading scorer, will lead SJSU into tonight’s Anheuser-Busch Classic tourney

His wealth has freed him of mundane, middle-class concerns.
"I’m no longer paranoid about
graduating from college, what I’m
going to do after college, what I’m
going to do for a home, a family,"
said the owner of an expensive maroon Porsche who likes to share the
driving with his friends.
But his wealth doesn’t compensate for unmet goals. Although he
needs neither endeavor to assure his
economic well-being, Flutie is driven
to succeed in the TV studio and the
classroom.
At Boston College, he is taking
five courses, three of them in communications, and he expects to be
graduated next month. He is an outstanding student.
"It’s self-pride," Flutie said,
"the fact that I started it and I want
to finish it and I want to prove to everybody I’m not just a dumb jock."
He may have to prove to everybody just what kind of a jock he is.
A spotty spring season with the
Generals, a long layoff before next
fall’s campaign, and the anticipated
competition with Jim Kelly for a
starting job leave Flutie’s next year
in limbo.

"It’s frusteating for me," Flutie
said. "I like to direct my energies
and say, ’this is what I like to do to
prepare for next year, and this is
what I want to accomplish’ and I
can’t do that."
No matter how challenging the
conditions in life on the football field,
Flutie, the scrambler, finds ways to
turn probable losses into incredible
victories.
Who could have foreseen that a 5foot-934 -inch quarterback would start
a year with one of football’s most
memorable plays, spend its anniversary on television again and, use the
time in between to set himself up for
life.
Advertisement

freshman Teddi Johnson, who averaged almost 14 points per game in her senior year
of high school.
Other players expected to fight for
starting positions are Sherri Boone. a junior
college transfer, senior Sharon Turner and
sophomore center Kim Inman.
Chatman said she looks for the Spartans
to finish in the middle of the NorPac standings by the end of the season

JAN VAN DYKE
& DANCERS
PLUS GUESTS
Saturday, November 23
8:00 P.M.
SJSU Dance Studio Theatre
Rm. # SPX 219
$5.00 STU/$7.00 GEN
All tickets available at the
A S Business Office and at the

Information on all shows 277-28L
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INTRAMURAL STANDINGS

NEW FIL141 SCHEDULES IN STUDENT UNION

Cainera3
2nd & Son Cork’s

996-3300

r

"The most engagingly
eccentric comedy since
Bill Fors h’s ’Local Hero’"

"The best science fiction
film of the 80’s. -

INTRAMURAL SOCCER
Men’s Finalist
Colo -Colo-Gold &
Hoover Strikers

COED STANDINGS
W
L
0
1
Allen Holics
1
0
Individuals
0
11
I Center

3 Aside Basketball Champs
Over Six Feet & IFC
Phi- Slemma-Jamma

MVP Eric Williams
Under 6 Feet
To The -Hole
MVP Alex Lacy

CANDY CONTEST
6 Canes
Need I V
13 Canes
In Sole In
14 Canes
By the Needle

Turkeys for Turkey Trot
donated by
Mellani Turkeys & Alpha Beta

I A ’Imes

DIM
SUN/
a little bit of heart
Call for ShowtImisa

Alzado, 36, suffered the injury in
the first half of the Raiders’ 13-8 victory over the Cincinnati Bengals last
Sunday. For several days, it was
thought lobes bruised left calf.
Alzado will undergo surgery Friday to repair the damage and be lost
for the rest of the season, a spokesman for the Raiders said, adding that
the team hadn’t immediately filled
the open roster spot.
"In just four years, Lyle Alzado
has been a great contributor to the
success of the Los Angeles Raiders,"
Coach Tom Flores said. "This is a severe blow to our football team and
the entire organization, both physically and emotionally. We wish him a
speedy and successful recovery "

"A WINNER!"
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TERRIFIC FILM!
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STARTS TONIGHT
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RI-SAT MIDNIGHT MOVIES ALL SEATS ONLY $2.98
THE WHO
ROCKY
STOP
THE KIDS
HORROR
MAKING SENSE
ARE
PICTURE SHOW
ALL RIGHT
T CAMERA ONE Thur.-Fri SAMURAI FESTIVAL
"DANCE CRAZE" cv siror
imuut n403 IENSIV
OLION WILLIS Till SUTENEW CALENDARS AVAILABLE
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Reader eaters

Librarians wage war against illicit food

s
ert.aura Crania
triseettette. said that it is inhumane and dangerous to take
Daily staff woier
food away from people He has tried to discourage eating
There are still soda cans in the trash, evidence that in the past, and one guy ended up shouting and swearing
halls
the
of
all
people are eating in that most hallowed
at him for his effort.
library.
In Crowe’s opinion, food became a problem two years
If it was just cans, and if those cans always made it ago when the heating and air conditioning at Clark Liinto the trash, there might not be a food war being waged brary was dependent solely on solar energy. At that time,
in Clark Library.
Clark wasn’t hooked up to campus utilities, and the solar
Fighting the perennial problem of food in the library units were not sufficient to do the job.
are library personnel who don’t want food to cross the
People were either too hot or too cold, Crowe said,
threshold. One of the problems cited is litterbugs.
and no backup system was budgeted for days when the
Anger can rise in the eyes of normally friendly librar- temperature was extreme. Library users brought warm
ians who consider themselves service -oriented. They say drinks for cold days, and cold drinks on hot days.
the damage from food cannot be overlooked.
The climate problems ended a year ago when Clark
"There is nothing like Coke on a book to make it to- Library was hooked up to campus utilities. The food probtally unusable," Librarian Edith Crowe said.
lems for the library did not.
A "Food Busters" committee was established a year
However, nothing matches the frustration of sonic
ago
to combat the problem, but the committee was elimicustodians
nated
due to personnel shortages, Librarian Cecilia
"God, when I come in at 5:30 in the morning, there is
popcorn all over the floor," Custodian Fred Nervaiz said. Rothschild said.
"We’re still having problems and would like students
"What I hate to see (even more> is the raisins stomped on
to cooperate," she said.
and ground into the carpet."
Clark is not the only library in the country where a
Nervaiz said weekends have a special flavor in the library. People must be having parties because they leave food war is being waged. Crowe said that College and Research Library News magazine had a cover story about a
more than raisins, he said.
library that won an award for a publicity campaign to dis"I find beer cans, in fact, quite a few beer cans." Ner- courage eating in the library.
vaiz said. "And one time I came in on the weekend, and
Clark’s new signs have a bug on them as part of the
some people had a blanket spread out between the aisles. propaganda war to discourage eating in the library.
They were having a picnic "
The idea for the bug on the new signs at the entrance
Custodian Harvey Hunter, a veteran of the library to the library came from an entomology library that used

a bug sign in their successful anti -eating campaign.
Entomologists study insects and may have a better
understanding of the lure of food and the size of bug populations.
Crowe said one of the largest roaches she had ever
seen was found in the library. It was well fed and as fat as
the dial on her all -function watch, she said.
The campaign to discourage eating has spread beyond the library’s threshold. Interim University Librarian Jo Whitlatch said she would prefer that the Spartan
vendor was not out front because his presence encourages
people to eat.
"It would greatly assist us not to have him there,"
Whitlatch said. "We have an ongoing problem with food in
the library," she said.
But Spartan Shops Vending Manager John Carrow
said he hadn’t heard anything on the subject for the last
six months. Last spring the vendor, Rick Santos, was
using the overhang from the Library to shield himself
from the rain.
"They asked us to move him and we complied," Car row said. "This year, because students complained and
because the vendor is out there as a service to students,
Santos is now in front of the Central Classroom Building."
When the rain starts, Santos will have to move to the
southwest corner of the Engineering Building even if it is
out of the main traffic stream, Carrow said.
However, Carrow said the library should enforce its
own policy.
"Control has to be in the library," he said.

What do the students who eat in the library say?
Some, like accounting junior Gina Davis who was caught
with her bag of Pepperidge Farm cookies in hand on the
elevator, said she was eating in the library because she
had been there five hours already.
Mechanical engineering major Natalie Powell summarized many perspectives on library eating.
they ate, it wouldn’t be
"If the person cleaned up after
Phot
StAlby
Iledusterrveatoi n
so bad," Powell said. "But then some don’t. But then if
you clean up everything what do they have the custodians
for’!"
Expressing frustration with the situation, senior
Hung Lee said that there is an eating area in the Library
at San Francisco State University where a person can go
and follow the rules.
But there isn’t enough seating space in Clark Library
Inset aside an eating area. Crowe said. A dining area has
been set aside for library staff.
"The state is not willing to pay for space that’s not
functional," Crowe said. "We don’t even have study
rooms in Clark Library and that would be a high priority
than a place to eat."
"The primary mission and goal of the university is
education," Crowe said. "We have to adhere to these
goals."
But a simple walk on any floor of the library will net
evidence of the problem and its magnitude. With soda,
grape juice and mineral water seen en route to students’
mouths, there is plenty of fuel to keep the food war going
in the library.

Rockefeller Center Christmas tree is no easy find
. NEW YORK AP --In the brief caSe that Carl Miller carries to his
Rockefeller Center office are boots, a
Polaroid camera, a book on trees,
sunglasses, spray paint, road maps
and a range finder
Miller, vice president of Rockefeller Center Management Corp., is a
tree hunter. He finds the Rockefeller
Center Christmas tree each year
"It’s a preoccupation you live
with all year around," says Miller
"This year will be the eighth tree that
I’ve found"
Tree hunters travel nationwide
with specific requirements for the
Rockefeller tree, ranging from a
minimum height of 65 feet to the
width and density of the tree
This year’s tree, found in Hun
lock Creek, Pa., is a 75-foot Norway
spruce It will go up today.
The Rockefeller Group receives
calls from all over the country from
people who want to donate trees.
"Amazingly." he says, "most
trees are found in backyards and pas,
lures in the tri-state area However.
we’ve even had trees from as far
away as Maine and Canada
"I pursued one tree for five
years. We have received trees from
seminaries, homes where the family
has grown up with the tree, trees that
are entangled in wires, and trees that
are on a disputed piece of land. Sometimes the developer will insist that
the tree remains on the land
"However. each tree has a peak
period We know when the tree is at
its peak Some of the trees that we
have on file have long since passed

their peak and their branches begin
to droop and fall off."
When a tree is finally found, it
takes about four days of cutting, corsetting, and loading on to a truck.

Then the Rockefeller Group seeks
permits from the fire department.
police, the city and highway administrators to bring the tree to midtown
Manhattan.
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THE STUDENT UNION OF SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGES AUXILIARY ORGANIZATION
Statement of Financial Condition
June 30, 1985
Board of Directors
The Student Union of San Jose State University:

We have examined the statement of financial condition of The Student Union of San
Jose State University as of June 30, 1985. Our examination Was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and, accordingly, included such
tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the aforementioned statement of financial condition presents
fairly the financial position of The Student Union of San Jose State Universitv
at June 30, 1985 in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles
applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.
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KATHERINE KURTZ
THE KING’S JUSTICE
Katherine sill he appearing in persun,
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at BOOKS INC.
420 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
SAN JOSE
(Steven. Creek it
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August 9, 1985

Liabilities and Fund Balance

Assets
current assets:
$ 264,301
Cash and cash equivalents
290,000
Time certificates of deposit
100,000
U.S. treasury bill
89,945
Receivables
$ 744,246

Current liabilities:
Accounts payable
Accrued expenses

$ 104,599
137,174
241,773

Restricted fund balance

502,473

$ 744 246
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Fast food may slow you way down, say nutritionists
Jack Tordjman
Deily staff writer
Fast food has become a prime component of today’s society.
Order, pay wolf down: another meal
out has been completed 10 minutes or less.
"A double bacon cheese burger with a
large order of French fries, some tomato
catsup, an extra large Cherry Coke, a large
buttered popcorn, and a banana split for
dessert, please."
Marc Johnson, an SJSU student in nutrition, comes out of the cafeteria with his dinner. Johnson said that like many other students on campus, he eats junk food for lunch
and dinner, although he wishes he could eat
other kinds of food.
Johnson said that going to school is similar to a marathon. Students go to their
classes, rush to the library afterwards to
study some more and eat.
"It’s usually some fast food because stu-

dents want to do so much and there’s not always enough time," Johnson said.
For him, junk food is convenient because it tastes good and it’s fast.
Johnson said that he’s aware what he
eats is not good, but he said that he doesn’t
have the time to devote to big dinners.
"The good thing about eating fast food is
that I don’t need to wait for hours to have
my meals ready. Also, eating fast food enables me to do something else at the same
time, for instance reading a book or writing," Johnson said.
Laura Samson, a sophomore studying
sociology, said she eats a lot of junk food especially when she studies. Junk food like potato chips and soft drinks help her study and
go on, Samson said.
"I generally go to the bookstore first
and get some popcorn and some other
snacks, and then I start studying," Samson
said.
According to Michael Silversteen, nutri-

Physics Club tries to
bump up its public image
By Anne Gelhaus
Daily staff writer
have
strange
"Physicists
quarks."
"Physicists do it with charm."
"Beware of Quantam Ducks.
Quark! Quark!"
These slogans and a half dozen
others appear on bumper stickers
being sold by the SJSU Physics Club.
Money is not the main motivation for
this fund-raiser, said club President
Boubeh Ghavi.
"People are so afraid of physics
majors," Ghavi said. "We’re trying
to let them know it’s not so bad after
all."
Club membership is open to students from all departments, Ghavi
said. Some members are math and
chemistry majors, she said.
The physics club was established
in 1968, Ghavi said.
"This is the first semester we’ve
been active," she said. "Last semester, the club had two or three meetings. This semester, we’re having
meetings every other week."
During the weeks that the physics club doesn’t meet, members challenge other departments on campus
to a volleyball game, Ghavi said.
Other athletic events, such as a
softball game with the English club,

are scheduled this semester, she
said.
"We’re socializing a lot," Ghavi
said.
The club is trying to open communications with other college physics clubs in the area, Ghavi said.
Among the campuses contacted are
University of California at Santa
Cruz, UC-Davis, UC-Berkeley, and
California State University at Hayward.
Students from other universities
are invited to tour SJSU’s physics facilities and discuss the graduate program with an adviser, Ghavi said.
SJSU’s club may sponsor a banquet
for other physics clubs, she said.
"A top researcher would be more
willing to speak at a large seminar
than one school," Ghavi said.
The club took a tour of the Stanford Linear Accelerator earlier this
semester, Ghavi said. Tours of Lawrence Livermore Laboratories and
NASA Ames Research Center are
scheduled for next semester, she
said.
Many professors socialize with
students in the physics club office in
Duncan Hall, Room 239, Ghavi said.
Instructors ask students for help with
their research so that students can
learn about different topics and in-

tionist and professor at UCLA, Americans
have become junk -food addicts. Nowadays,
everyone, from children in kindergarten to
business men, tends to eat junk food, Silversteen said. He said it is a sad observation because in the long run poor dietary habits
may be harmful.
Silversteen said that a hearty breakfast
is not right because it takes a lot of energy to
digest. Breakfast should include some fresh
fruit juice, some cereal and maybe eggs, Silversteen said.
Students have to realize that there are
foods without preservatives and artifical
coloring, and all it takes is modifying dietary habits, Silversteen said.
Eleanor Rolls teaches nutrition at
SJSU. She said that students need to understand the importance of proper nutrition.
For instance, cholesterol is responsible
for heart disease. "By changing some bad
eating habits, such as reducing salt and saturated fat in the diet, students can live a

’Eating fast food enables
me to do something else
at the same time, for
instance reading a book
or writing.’
Mare Johnson,
sociology student
healthier life," Rolls said
Lorraine David, Spartan Food Services
director, said Spartan Food Services has
been working closely with the nutrition department on campus for years and has been
offering new products without much salt or
sugar.
Rolls said that students have a hard
time finding a balance between what looks
good and appetizing and what’s healthy.

souttioE QUARKS

"It’s tempting when you have the choice
between some ice cream with hot fudge and
whipped cream and some plain fruit salad
It’s a matter of willpower," Rolls said
Johnson said that since he left home to
come to college, he has been eating junk
food because it’s an easy solution. He said
he can’t wait to graduate and be able to cook
and improve his dietary habits
But if Burger King has its way, students
will continue to eat fast food. Located in
downtown Miami, Burger King University
is an institution that strives for quality in the
training of personnel, marketing techniques
and the invention of bigger and better sandwiches and burgers. Professors use audiovisual equipment to train future employees
in the art of fast food. The seven -week seminar is a counter -worker training course, but
new programs are envisioned
Soon it may be possible to get a master’s
degree in Fryology or a doctorate in Sesame
Seeding.

Moonlight Madness
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Physics club members raise funds with these stickers
struments, she said.
"The faculty is really supportive
(of our efforts)," Ghavi said,
The physics club sponsors movies on different scientific topics every
week, Ghavi said. Job openings and
information about different graduate
schools are posted in the club office,
she said.
Students without physics backgrounds may have trouble under-

standing the bumper stickers’ puns
A new theory states that protons and
electrons are made from quarks, said
Kieth Martinez, vice president of the
club.
"Strangeness is a property of a
quark, like negative charge is the
property of electrons," Martinez
said.
Charm is a state achieved by a
quark, he said.
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Liberal arts students learn technological know-how
ways natural forces, such as air and
light waves, have been harnessed for
practical use.
At these and hundreds of small
colleges around the country, technology is becoming an integral part of a
liberal arts education. A recent survey by the Council of Independent
Colleges, a membership association
of colleges with enrollments of 3,000
or fewer students, reveals the variety
of courses offered to students this
fall.
Among them: Exploring Alternalive Futures, Technology and West-

WASHINGTON ( AP) -- "The
Bridge" at Lafayette College in
Easton, Pa., is neither a card game
nor a public works project. It’s a new,
interdisciplinary program to help liberal arts students understand the
process of engineering,
"The City," a course at Emmanuel College in Boston, shows students how urban technology affects
their lives by taking them through a
problem-solving process.
In Anchorage an Alaska Pacific
University core curriculum course
introduces liberal arts students to the

ern Literature, the Essence of a Scientific World Vision, Engineering
Ethics, and Science, Technology and
Public Policy.
The survey is part of a major project launched by CIC, which has
headquarters in Washington and is
funded by Pew Memorial Trust to
help member colleges combine a
solid foundaton in the liberal arts
with the new 3 R’s: random sort,
reset and recall.
"Technology
pervades
our
lives," says Gary Quehl, CIC president

THIS IS TDK’S
50TH ANNIVERSARY.

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGES AUXILIARY ORGANIZATION
Si ,tement of Financial Condition

so
WHAT!

June 30, 1985
Board of Directors
San Jose State University Foundation:

We have examined the statement of financial condition of San Jose State University
Foundation as of June 30, 1985. Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and, accordingly, included such tests of the
accounting records and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary
in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the aforementioned statement of financial condition presents
fairly the financial position of San Jose State University Foundation at June 30,
1985 in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a
basis consistent with that of the preceding year.

IVILt-aa f 6-

September 19, 1985
Asset
Current assets:
Cash:
On hand and in commercial
accounts
Time certificates of
deposit
Savings and money market
accounts
Total cash
Marketable securities
Receivables:
Grants and contracts
Other accounts and notes
receivable
Total receivables
Prepaid sip
TataL current assets
Fined assets:
Property and equipeu,t
Stadium improvement.: (notes 2,
and 4)
Less acrunulated depreciation
(notes 1 and 6)
Land
Total fined assets
Total mete

J-11WIlt

Total
Liabilities and Fund Balances
L612,921
2,900,000
454,613
4,967,534
1,973,696
1,231,503
269,423
1,500,926
11,974
8,454,130
276,460
4,923,525
(1 124 957)
4,075,028
438,019
4.913,047
$ 12.967.171

"....,-(-11\NIL-1-..-411,1

Current liabilities:
Notes payable (note 3)
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities
Deferred revenue (note 4)
Total current
liabilities

Total
79,951
1,797,792
670,943
461,955
3 010 641
651,872

Deferred revenue (note 4)

1 554 072

Notee payable (note 3)

5.216.585

Total liabilities
Fund balances:
Restricted
Un eeeee icted

3,649,143
4.101.449

Total fund balances
Total liabilities and
fund balances

1.750,592

So what? Then consider the millions of people who select TDK’s wide
range of products. Like their world renowned audio recording tape. And video recording tape. And computer floppy
disks. These superior products represent
the ultimate in quality and reliability.
Over the past 50 years, TDK has
had one golden achievement after
another. And their relent
less devotion to perfection
has endowed them with
an unparalleled level of
technological superiority.
No wonder they’re the
world’s largest manufacturer of magnetic
recording products.
It’s hard to believe, but TDK has

$12.,21,Liu

leclninot

....ma

, 1,

_,_

produced 232,316,100 miles of audio
and video recording tape. That’s enough
to go from here to the moon and back
972 times! But what’s more important
is the stringent quality control that
assures every inch of it.
At TDK’s worldwide network of
plants, including those in Irvine, CA and
Peachtree City, GA, enormous production capacities are only matched in scope
by the world’s most sophisticated system
of quality checks. Which is your assurance that every TDK
product will provide the
ultimate in performance.
All things considered, it’s no wonder why
TDK’s reputation is as
golden as their 50th
anniversary.
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Speeches
to play up
Africa

Ron Cockerille Deily staff photographer
Junior Ks mberly Wright tells Santa her Christmas wishes
sthili’junioi- Sandy Sousa checks the holiday jobs board.

Christmas season
brings students jobs
By Jack Tordjman
Daily staff writer
For some students the end of the
year may be quite expensive. The list
will include Christmas presents, tuition and fees for the next semester,
or a trip to Hawaii in January.
To help defray the holiday season
expenses, most students will be
looking for a part-time job over the
winter break.
Career Planning and Placement
has more than 100 job ads for available openings during the end of the
year
Diane Flannery, Career Planning and Placement job developer,
said that she went out and contacted
more than 48 companies or employers to find out if they needed extra
help during the holiday season.
Flannery said there is an advan
tage for having these ads on campus
Students don’t have to go into
several stores in a shopping mall to
ask about available positions. Stu
dents may go to Career Planning and
Placement, compare and decide
which ones they will be interested in
Flannery said that these open
ings will be right after finals are over
and throughout the end of the year
But they should try to get in touch
with the employers as soon as possi
ble, she said.
Since these jobs are for a short
period, students don’t have to corn
mit themselves to a long term job or
contract, Flannery said.
She said that as far as wages ariconcerned, the Career Planning and
Placement doesn’t accept any job offers for less than minimum wage,
$3.35. Most jobs will pay the mini -

mum rate. Some stores may also
offer their employees a discount, she
said.
The ads include the name of the
company or employer, the person a
student should contact, the description of the job, the hours, and the salary. Positions range from retail cashiers or clerks to Christmas
storytellers.
Flannery said about two weeks
ago Macy’s representatives came on
campus to interview more than 150
students to wort over the holiday season

Patricia Pane
Daily staff writer
Pan-Africanist Day, Monday, marks the second of three
days of teach-ins on Third
World struggles.
Pan -Africa member Vandella Good, said the teach-ins
are needed to give an alternate
perspective on the Third World.
Good said the events are designed present the positive side
of Africa to remind American
blacks of their link with the African continent, a view not presented in the press.
The teach -in will help to educate students what’s happening in Africa and how it is directly related to them, she said.
"We want to show the positive sides of Africa and to
clearly delineate to all students
what’s happening in the world."
Speeches are scheduled from
11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the
Student Union Amphitheater.
Featured speakers include Bill
Wahpepah from the International Indian Treaty Council
and Kwame Ture, formerly
known as Stokely Carmichael,
from the All African People’s
Revolutionary Party.
Wahpepah is the International Representative within the
United Nations and works with
both the Treaty Council and the
American Indian Movement.
The teach-in concludes
Tuesday with Palestine Day in
the Umunhum Room of the S.U.
All events are sponsored by the
Central America Solidarity Association, the General Union for
Palestinian Students, the All African People’s Revolutionary
Party, the Pan-Africans and the
Intercultural Steering Committee.

By Barrie Edward Baker
Deily staff writer
It may not be as big as the state
lottery, but the raffle sponsored by
the SJSU chapter of the American So
defy of Mechanical Engineers can be
just as important to students.
The winning number in the raffle
is entitled to next semester’s Califor
nia resident school fees. The winning
number will be drawn next Wednes
day.
ASME president Joe Richter said
the idea for the raffle was unplanned
"We were discussing ideas to
raise funds for ASME, and the raffle
idea just popped up from out of the
blue," Richter said.
Tickets for the raffle are avail
able for a $1 donation to ASME and
will include a $1.50 coupon to Gran
de’s Pizzeria at Fourth and San Car
los streets on the back of the ticket.
ASME is the largest engineering
society on campus and part of a nationally recognized organization
Membership in the society now
stands at tr,o, including most of the
engineering faculty.
"ASME also sponsors lectures
and field trips, like the Moss Landing
power plant and the Stanford linear
accelerator," Richter said. "We also
take part in an annual human -powered vehicle contest for schools
throughout the Western states."

The SJSU Concert Choir and
Symphony Orhcestra will perform
their 10th annual scholarship concert
at 8:30 tonight at St. Joseph’s Church
in downtown San Jose. A wine and
cheese reception will follow after the
performance at the San Jose Museum of Art. For ticket information,
call 277-2923.
The Associated Students Leisure
Services will have turkey trot signups from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. today at the
A.S. Business Office. For more information, call Jeff Games at 277-2858.
The Akbayan Filipino-American
Club will hold a group discussion on
"Countdown Toward Finals: How We
Deal with Stress from School, Parents and Relationships" at 2:30 p.m.
today in the Student Union Costanoan
Room. For more information, call
Rosanno Alejandro at 578-8311.
SJSU Health Services is presenting a panel discussion on "AIDS:
Public Policy Issues" from 12:30
p.m. to 2 today in Morris Dailey Auditorium. For further information, contact Oscar Battle at 277-3622.
SJSU Health Services is presenting a lecture on "AIDS: California
Legislative Response to the Crisis"
from 2 p.m. to 3:30 today in Morris
Dailey Auditorium. For further information, contact Oscar Battle at 2773622.
Psi Chi, the national honor society in psychology, is holding a general meeting at 12:30 p.m. today in
Dudley Moorhead Hall, Room 337.
For further information, call Ana
Marie at 279-4179.
The Community Committee for
International Students is sponsoring
conversational English tutoring for
all international students from 1 p.m

t Advertise
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to 3 today and Monday through
Wednesday next week in the Administration Building, Room 222. For
more information, call Muriel Andrews at 279-4575
Prof. Spencer Olin, from the University of California at Irvine, will
speak on "Bible Communism and the
Birth of Orange County" at 12:30
p.m today in the Student Union Almaden Room. The speech is sponsored by the Sourisseau Academy,
SJSU History Department. For more
information call Ted Hinkley at 2772595.
The Central America Solidarity
Association is sponsoring a teach-in
on Central America from 11:30 a.m.
to 2:30 p.m. today in the Student
Union Upper Pad. For more information, call Amparo DeAnda at 272-2926
or Gregg Miller at 993-8217.
The Department of Meteorology
is sponsoring a seminar titled "Performance Evaluation of the Industrial Source Complex Model Short Term) in the Shuaiba Industrial
Area, Kuwait" from 11:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. today in Duncan Hall,
Room 615.
The Army ROTC is sponsoring a
"Turkey Shoot" from 10 a.m. to I
p.m. today at the firing range in the
basement of MacQuarrie Hall Four
persons with the highest scores will
receive a turkey. Winners will be announced at 1 p.m. today.
SJSU art student John Broderick
will have an exhibition of religious
contemporary art and painted scriptures all day today at Blimpie’s, 80
East San Carlos, San Jose. For more
information, call John Broderick at
298-7741.
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BATTERYWORKt
MARKI I I

293-5923

FOREIGN STUDENTS!
TUITION WAIVERS
ARE AVAILABLE
A few Spring semester
tuition waivers are
available for:

FULL TIME
CONTINUING
HIGH GRADE POINT
VISA STUDENTS
Applications & information are
available in Adm. Bldg. 201
PHONE: 277-2261
Last day to apply is Dec, 402; 96

The Western Communications
Educators Conference will hold its
fourth annual meeting from 8:30 a.m.
to 4:15 p.m. Saturday in the Student
Union Costanoan, Pacheco and Almaden rooms. A reception will follow
from 4:15 to 7 p.m. in the Alumni
Room, Faculty Dining Hall. For
more information, call Artis Buerki
at 283-4885 or Dr. Diana Stover at 2773161
The Gallery Club will sponsor an
art auction from 3 p.m. to 6 Saturday
in the Music Building Concert Hall.
For further information, call 2772542.
The Asian Business League will
have an information and sign-up
table for prospective members from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday on the main
level of the Student Union. For information, contact Judy Tam at 2922189.
The National Honor Society of
Alpha Lambda Delta will hold its
sixth annual meeting from 6 to 8 tonight in the Student Union Guadalupe
Room. For information, contact Bill
Bailor at 224-8957.
The A.S. Program Board will
sponsor Jan Van Dyke and Dancers,
a modern dance troupe, at 8 p.m. Saturday in the Spartan Complex, Room
219. Tickets: $5 for students, $7 general. For more information, call 2772763.

the project, which begins next year.

A new Facilities Development
and Operations study says that its
current air-chilling facilities will not
have the capacity to supply enough
cooling inside the Recreation and
Events Center scheduled for construction in March.

The university does not want to
let the San Carlos Street issue cool
off, despite a San Jose City Council
decision Nov. 7 to put off action one
year on SJSU’s request to close the
street.

gesso( the Santa Clara County Department of Public Health discussed
safe sex practices for people to avoid
contracting the AIDS virus.

Corporate and private funding
for the renovation of the Engineering
Building has now exceeded $7 million, Dean Jay Pinson said Wednesday. Another $6 million is needed for

University officials will use the
next year to work with SJSU neighbors and businesses to work toward
closing the street, said Dick Staley,
SJSU public information director.

"Positively" safe sex includes:
celibacy, massaging, huggin, mutual
masturbation, voyeurism and phone
sex, Burgess told the audience of 40
people.

As part of AIDS Awareness Week
at SJSU, health educator David Bur-

(

INVEST IN
YOUR
FUTURE

New Battery
30 Mos. Warranty
350 CC Ampsrnur
’2995

RECONDITIONED
BATTERIES/

The National Honor Society of
Alpha Lambda Delta will hold its fall
1985 initiation from 7 to 9 p.m. tonight
in the Spartan Memorial Chapel. For
more information, call Bill Bailor at
224-8957.

Yesterdaily
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SAN i(),-,1

Raffle
offers free
tuition

Spartaguide

Come to Spartan Bookstore for a demonstration of the
Applefi MacintoshTM and see how hundreds of thousands of
students around the world are using the Macintosh to improve
their class performance.
Financial & Statistical Spread Sheets
Presentation Graphs, Charts, Displays
Automatic Spell Checking
Ease of Use, Learning

Word Processing
Organizing Notes for Papers
Creating Class Note Data Bases
Reduce Time Studying

512K Macintosh,
External Disk Drive,
Imagewriter II Printer,
Carrying Case,
$2,195 cash or $101/Montht

512K Macintosh
$1695 cash or $78/Month*
512K Upgrade Kit
$369 cash or $20/Month*

NEW LOWER
PRICES!

512K Macintosh,
Imagewriter II Printer
$1895 cash or $87/month*

*No down payment necessary. Offer Valid Until December 31, 1985
See Spartan Bookstore Computer / Electronics Department For Details
Mimited to stock on hand. 408/277-3043 or 408/277-3039

SPARTAN
R Jiza
BOOK
SPARTAN sHops INC.

sTo

Service 45 our Major.

Open Monday - Thursday 7:15am to 7pm, Friday 7:15am to 5pm, Saturday 10am to 4pm
Apple as a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc
Macintosh is a trademark of McIntosh Laboratory, Inc and is used with express permission of its owner
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Troupes to dance tomorrow
By Gloria J. Debowski

Life," a piece choreographed to
music by the Penguin Cafe Orchestra; "Lament." to music by Tangerine Dream; and "Luna," to music
by George Winston.
Van Dyke, who has maintained a
dance company since 1972, re-established her present six -member dance
company in the early 19805. She holds
a degree in dance from the University of Wisconsin and a masters degree in dance education from George
Washington University.
In Washington she founded and
directed the Dance Project, a school
and performance space for dance.
Van Dyke has choreographed dances
for companies nationwide, including
the Washington Ballet, Three’s Company of San Diego, and the Contemporary Dance Theater of Cincinnati.
Van Dyke’s work has received
support from the National Endowment for the Arts, which grants monetary awards to theater arts professionals to promote their work, and
from the D.C. Commission on the
Arts and Humanities.

Daily staff writer

Saturday night is usually a night
for dancing, but once in a while it’s
fun to kick back and see how the professionals do it. Two dance troupes,
Jan Van Dyke and Dancers and
Nancy Bryan and Dancers, are offering the opportunity to see their work
at 8 p.m. tomorrow in the Dance Studio Theatre of the Spartan Complex.
Jan Van Dyke and Dancers is a
modern dance troupe that has toured
the New York, Washington D.C. and
San Francisco cultural scenes. Van
Dyke has a unique dance style, said
Emma Huckabay, dance chairwoman of the Associated Students Program Board. "Spike," one of the
pieces on tomorrow’s program, is
performed to music by Laurie Anderson.
"I’ve seen it a couple of times
around the Bay Area. It’s kind of
comical and real high energy; a real
crowd pleaser," Huckabay said. The
dance company will perform three
additional pieces, including "Tiny

1
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Dry Toast

Van Dyke selected Nancy Bryan
and Dancers, who will begin tomorrow’s event, to share the program.
Bryan’s company will be performing
two pieces. "Whiplash" is a high energy piece. Huckabay said. It is performed to an original score by Erik
Walker. "Ida" is based on the memories of Bryan’s childhood in South
America.
Bryan has had extensive training
in modern dance, jazz and ballet. She
began her training with Sulgwynn
Quilzow at the Temple of the Wings in
Berkeley. Bryan received her bachelor’s degree from Berkeley in 1973
and was given the Eisner Award for
creative arts. She joined the Footloose Dance Company, acting as teacher, performer and choreographer,
in 1975.
Nancy Bryan and Dancers has
been performing since 1978, forming
a company in 1983. Among the
troupe’s experience has been a performance at the California Dance
Festival, sponsored by the 1984 Olympic Arts Festival

Peter Stein

The Real World

Manuel Ruiz

"No Dave, I’m afraid your answer
is incorrect. Unfortunately you
don’t get a second chance."

"Hi Harry, I was just in the
neighborhood and thought I’d drop by."

40

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS

plant.). Spectacular marigolds, im
patens. etc Ferns & Picas will not
drop I
if foliar fed Irritated/
Better then 8 1 in transplanting
Also ’plant reincarnation’ powers.

CHILD ABUSE TREATMENT PRO
GRAM. Enhance personal end pro
Nalonel growth es volunteer in
world renowned local
Counseling.
support
services. *dna . data processing
public awareness, fund ratemy
etc. EP& mono -lingual. all
tern in
program

You can’t ’over do with VF It
end you can’t bum your plants.
Enjoy, Buy this mating VP 11 et
most grocery cal. end garden
supply Stores. Eleanor’s of Califor
nia, 720 University, La Gatos.
C. 9503014081395 3959

gra & matured Experience from
derIcelto past .grad, Intro to atm
art WE NEED YOU Near carn
pue, 1 C.E F . P0 Box 952. SJ.
95108. 280 5055.

FUTONS!! QUALITY COTTON PROD
UCTS Create your own living &
sleeping space with our futons pil
lows / frame. Custom Futons &
Pillows Pla. 302 El Peeeo Shop

CHILDREN’. I.D. SVC

needs volun
tars to I eeeee iew & r eeeee ch child
abuse victims & parents of missing
children. Must be serious & me

ping Center Saratoga & Campbell
Av. San Jose 378 5646 10%

lure

Must be abie to work inde
pendently Send qualifications to
540 Bon. Ave . 403. S. Jose
C. 95116. or .11297 9473
HILLEL

JEWISH

STUDENT

ASSOC

Shebat dinners ponies. brunch
latures. Hebrew lessons, Touts
day lunch program For informs
tion call Halal office 01 294 8311.
MUST

SEE TO APPAFCIATEll The
Overcomer. is dynemic group of
Christians that enjoy the super
natural power & presence of God
The God of the universe le very
rnuch olive and wen. to
hirnoelf known to you, Corne end
experience the presence powe,.
and love ot God to a very reel way
mat
every
Overcomers
The
Wednaday et 7 30pm et the Stu
dent Union
in the Coalman
room Call Bill for info 279 2133

STUDENT

DENTAL/OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now, Save your teeth. eyes
6 money too For information &
brochure see A S office or call
14081371 6811

UNITED EXPRESS CHECK CASHING
Co will ca.h your financiel aid &
payroll check a at low cool
wow hassles If you’re unhappy
with your mad drop or If you need
one, well boas are avarlebia One
124 II E
from campus
Sento Clang St Phone 279 2101
block

discount with this ad

HELP WANTED
BALLOON BOUQUET DELIVERY per
sons needed, MWF. 9 30 3 30. T
Th 10.4 Must be fluen1 In English
Cell Everything But Flowers. 293
4469 Between 3 5prn daily
CATERING STUDENTS WANTED up
palter makers Pen time on corn
pus Varied hours. days. evenings
wakands Start 83 8516r 177
3183
Library attendant dm procedures
315.7 15 M.Th. Set 9 15415
115 00thr Sara Clare CO. Law LI
bray 380N 1st St
EARN $ AS Intramural sports official in
football. voNeyball, .occet. inner
tube waterpolo, or basketball
Apply Leisure Services mat to
Pub. 277 2858
EARN EXTRA MONEY rum $15 Into
$50 es meny time. Co you wish
self acksed
For details send
e nvie to AA Di.tributing. P 0 Box
28647. Son Jose. Ca 95159
EARN MAXIMUM 11$11. ’ Kap fit
Cell 294 9375 lor
look greet
lorration
know
Must
HANDYMAN $10thr
but
plumbing repairs primarily
peinling floor laying etc More
then one person needed horn time
to time lid runs ell sum
Don 288 6647 or Mrs
947 0831

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Cm’
ter
Sunda Lutheran 10 45ev,
Cerholic 4 00 end 8 00pm Plea.
ail Campus Ministry et 299 0204
for worship counaeling
end study opportunities Rev No
tall. Shires Fr Rob I suer
Sr
Joan Penal. Rev /WM Fonhaber

AUTOMOTIVE
77 Deteun F 10 Hatchback 6 speed
AM FM cas AC PR frnr *hi ray
ova 40 mpg menn arras mns
excellent Aft., 6 PM Jeff 972
1447
DO YOU NEED AUTO INSURANCE,
CM me for quote a I can gust,.. coverage same day John
Metton
Monday through Solo’
dey from gem to Nprn 272 4092
JAPANESE ENGINES & TRANNIES No
core charge(6 mos warranry Fffie
delivery Student Discount SPa
ten Distriburor. 365 7007
75 CHEVY CAMARO 3 mil mantra,
OM tidy in good Map& rune well
*1900 call/4151967 1489

FOR SALE
ELEANOR S Vi 11
conaent feed

PLANTFOOD.

A

type them food
Devehmint by Hydroponic Parts
A crimple. nutritional beience
Plante become megnificenni At,,

clen Violets POP with Idr’’’’n
Chortles
become
GalloPin9
Chucks Foliar feeding In, recIlble
outdoor
reeMe ilniloor
end

MC

Call
Spalding

DONALD. NOW HIRING. P.
mum pa, hour. flexible wound
school schedule. 2 5 days, 1036
hr. /wk. Interviews M F. 3.4 pm
Contact Kathy or Dakl at 356
3095. 15475 LO. Getos Blvd.

NEED CASH?? $5001$1000 auffIng
Rush
Guaranteed!
envelopes
stamped eddreseed envelope to
Sox
Enterprise.
McManuo
14513/SD, Springfield, Or 97477
OFFICE ASSIST,25 40 hr wit . eves
& weekend. Varied dunes in retail
credit office Permanent yr round
opportothry vrith flaible Mg Call
Jeri or Janet al 298 7393
PART TIME RECEPTIONIST Greet Moi
tors in our front lobby ...or
phones. Ma typing & clerical
7 30 12 30pm E op attired
Calif Devices Inc 1051 S Mau
and . 511411. Cell 945 5056
RESTAURANT COOK wlth twain a
palace end kitch. helper Jape
nem. cuisine Apply m porton a
Okaams Reoleurent 665 A N
6th St

San Jose

RETAIL HELP.. Parana, end rem
pore, position...11.1e Pa re.
$6 26 hr No aperient-a needed
wit. train Pert time end Full time
avast. Hour. negotiable Eu.
nma end weekends evadable
Corporete &chid...hips @warded
We need people ugh, ow., Cell

14081275 9885 Monday Fraley.
10 am 3 pm only III line is busy.
plea. be parent end try againl
’An Equal Opportunity Company’
SALES,

EARN
$400 $8001*00th
part rime or $2000 83000/month
full time with Haab & Nutrition
products compary Call Deep. at
14081984 7113/

SALES/PART TIME.
hours
flesibh
Paint & weapon.. Hors. retail
Starling
preferred
af,
056, Call 286 4600 The Paint
Store 5415 Camden Ave . S J
SPRING SEMESTER JOBS ON CAM
PUS, Students wanted to super
vIse gym end wrIght room at night
and on weekends Overall eteff 50
pervisor also needed Apply in A S
Leisure Services neon to the Pub
277 2858
SUMMER JOBS! National Park Co ’s
21 parks 5.000 openings Corn
pie. Information $500. perk to
non Mistion Mtn Co 651 2nd
Ave WN Kalispell Mt 59901
REGISTER WITH THE BEST, Whether
available for work during the
wak week.th,par time/tempo
rary or only during the holidays
Cell us today for information All
skills end skill levels Best Tempo
rary Services 984 1340
TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME We
train enthusiastic. agar ee si ee tele
phone salespeople who went to
work hard end ere mortared bY
money

Cell Mrs

Gre. at 971

9733.
WANT HANDS ON teaching experi
Once. Join a growing preschool
greaser Ed programs & environ
men, Full time & pull tome pow
rims avail Good anal.. 0.11er1
o nce & wag. SC E req Call
246 2141
$10 0360 Weekly ’Up mailing circu
lets’ No quotes, Sincerely Inter
ested rush sell addressed env.
lope Success P0 Box 470CEG
Woodstock II 80098

HOUSING
A T T ENT ION,
lotet.flnll in living
Jewish lifestyle in quiet WILLOW
GLEN neighborhood Celt the San
Joge Bair at 14081723 1599
Room for rent in victoria house across
from
SJSU
Avalleble
now
$220/mo utilities tr. Bob eves
354 8117
STUDENTS. FACULTY STAFF Need
piece, Have space, SJSU off cam
pus hoireag program
Free service

277 3996

PERSONAL
LIFE 18 NOT ell hogneworli, Take time
for yourself & mat ellIgible singles
through a personal/ad tntroduc
You
make
the
tion
service
choices Call CHOICES el 971
7408
NATIONAL GAY/81 contect club for
men IL women Low rates SASE
Dean PD Box 28781. Sao Jose
Ca 95159
TO THE COACHES of the yea, Back &
Andrea we love u Remember the
sermon opener is OM wand at the
turf club Love Oaf Bird
WOULD LIKE TO find wornao com
anion who would be waling 10 1100
wthendicapped men Cell 8.1. et
298 2308

SERVICES
BACKACHE? Free aemination & treat
mem as pen of research wog..
If you have hed low halt pain for
more then 6 month. & are 2055

l’s old please call Pelmet. College
of Chiroprachc West et 14081
244 8901 t
BARE IT ALL. Stop sharing waxing.
terming Let me pennantely re
move your unwanted heir chin
kin,
tummy moustache beck.
shoulders. elc 1 15% discount to
students end faculty Cal before
Dec 31. 1985 & get your lot
appl at 112 oda Unwonted hag
disapaars with my care Elw. C

profeesion & professional athletes
100% satisf.tion guaranteed or
money back Call Mr Lucteno
2883168. after 6 prn
INSURANCE RATES. STU
DENT DISCOUNT. Auto & ranters
low monthly payments No drtver
I. refused Cell Mak Chapman for
quotu over the phone Mn Ph.ne
number go14081249 1301

MATH

ANXIOUS, Need Ma with
ELME? Private tutoring,
The Math Institute offers meth tu
loans, education seminars. din
CBEST

nostic tooting. consultation
14081295 8066.

COMPLETE

Valley Lawn Care, 371 5933.
EATING DISORDERS CENTER
The
Rader InallutetAMI of Sante Crus
Community Hoopital is a compre
hionsiv program for the succssful
trearmenr of anthems, hulirma end
compulsive eating Our worm and
caring aproach add eeeeee the
medical psychological nutritional.
social and spiritual mei/ars of the
dim. which ere essential for life
long recovery Additional Informs
bon end
confidentisl consults
non are
bk. at no chew 24
HOUR INFORMATION LINE 14081
426 3282 et
153. or 1 800
255 1818
ErstlEgil.
IS tad senior design
project due and you hove no glee
what to build, Or you know whet
to build hut cool find the pens or

Hwy

14081734,3115.
PHOTO VIDEO ELECTRONIC SWAP.
Every Sunday from grun 3pm Clo
ow Hall. 998 Bascom Ave Sin
$1 00 admission Sellers
JP.
into 14081 241 7958 Auction
Easy parking, food end drink
WEDDING PORTRAITS & MODEL port
folios by on artist See the Phi
Kappa Alpha 1986 calendar tot a
wimple of my work. then call John
Rickman et 252-4283
YOU CAN TASTE the differencel Now
you can improve the quality of the
The Amway
water you drink
Water Treatment Satan effecri
/rely remove. more then 100 EPA
priority pain.ls a. well a IT
proving ds tam end odor You can
teot the difference in your own
Cell for
no obligation
wter
now.
Ron
demon eeeee ion
14081275 9432.
1HR

FROM $15 to $50 Is POSSIBLE Send
sass for into opportunity 884

prof 379 6193 leave message
I CAN HELP YOU if you need help keep
Mg budget I can set up budget
for you & trap Pak of expendi
tures
Wanes check books &
oth. financial *ervices For mole
information cell Alen et 978
3648
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will con
Soy with SJSU students for 30
mins FREE ErtettIce le limited to
oIl eePate of immigration & no
tionality Lew office IS only 0 5
min drive from campus For en Op
poirnmenr. call Roben Ng a 14081
554 0596
I WILL TEACH you ENGLISH in ex
change for MANDARIN Is000ns
C.14081356 1885
LOOKING FOR A WEDDING ohoroS.
ph.. John Paidon Photogrephy
otters eech bride I groom the uhi
mate loomed., so.rdenery We
offer on Shinn the, refl.. Mdivkl
oaf pereonelltWe and life styli.
Cell John Peuloon Photography st
559 5927
LON WEIGHT & IMPROVE your health
ortherhal
nutrition
program
Cleenses astern & noticeable In
creme. energy
No drug
100% nehmen’ Usecl by medical

Quality I hr

great service 6 guarentad guar,
Slovens Crk a Winchester Town
& Country Village 985 7427

pm. Janke Thurston CM P 14081
267 2993

Renton Ct Sen Jo. 95123

PHOTO CENTER

photo daelaing. mah 44..c.7 on
7010 prints horn elides &
color 5
copy photos Overnight slide pro
casing Inerant passporr photos

body ma/sage deep tissue Inte
oration saran. seeable Strictly
noneesual Cell for appt ohm 3

HELP A STARVING STUDENT. I do
moving II hauling eat underbid

101 IL N Fencer,. an Sun
Center
Electrolysis

novels

Eves 293 4780 Ask for Joe

alvernetwe heath clue Amigo.
sure therapy Swedish,Eselen full

Cell

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL for men
and women Special rate with fac
ulty or student I D Private & confi
dential
/Head... evening. &
Saturday In Noll Buoiness Park ad

the necessary informatton *bout
Men, With my library of mauler
turas databooks. design Ida. tip
& schematics I con hell, you, Cell
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IFC commits to restoring historical San Jose trollies
By Steve Pipe
Daily staff writer
It’s now official. After being wooed by
Santa Clara County Supervisor Rod Diridon
and SJSU President Gail Fullerton, the Inter Fraternity Council has agreed to make the
restoration of San Jose’s historical trollies
one of its community service projects for
next semester
The 10 fraternities represented at this
week’s IFC meeting were unanimous in their
decision. Three fraternities, Alpha Phi
Alpha, Delta Sigma Phi, and Phi Beta Sigma,
were absent from voting.
Diridon and his administrative aide,
Mike Holm, made a presentation to the IFC
last semester. Fraternity leaders met at the
Trolley Barn in Kelley Park Nov. 8 to inspect
the city’s five trollies’
Fullerton urged the Greeks at that meeting to help with the restoration, saying "it
can brings great sense of achievement and a
thrill knowing you have brought something

‘. . . a lot of the work that
needs to be done is very
time-consuming and
physically hard work.’
Teri Kay

Shiozaki,

panhellenie president
back from extinction."
IFC President Doug Heinsinger said he
had "pretty much" made up his mind to get
involved in the trolley project after the initial
meeting with Diridon last semester. Hein singer said he was "somewhat surprised" at
the interest Fullerton has taken in the project, and that her involvement probably had
some influence on "some of the fraternity’s
decisions" to support the restoration.
Al the Kelley Park meeting. Fullerton

said she sees the trollies, due to be completed
in late 1987, as a good way to lessen traffic
around the university and its parking garages.
The trollies will serve as a passenger
shuttle to San Jose’s transit mall, and Fullerton said she hopes the trollies will run
down Fourth Street, or as close to SJSU as
possible.
Heinsinger called the project "a really
worthwhile community activity," and IFC
Secretary Roger Thornton said, "I can’t wait
to get the trollies running again."
Holm said he has received "very generous" offers from a number of the fraternities
about working on the trollies, and had to turn
some of those offers down.
"They’ve been great," Holm said. "Bill
Bunch (Sigma Alpha Mu president) was too
generous. He offered to have people out at the
Barn every weekend, which is really too
much for us to ask of them right now. We
don’t want to have people standing around

’The test track will be
finished by May. It will
run through the park and
will be 200 yards long.’
Mike Holm,
administrative aide
with nothing to do."
Holm said there will be much to do next
semester, when people will be needed for
physical labor.
"The test track will be finished by May."
Holm said. "It will run through the park and
will be 200 yards long. We’ll need people to actually bend the track and drive the spikes in.,,
Holm said he is not worried about leadership changes in the fraternity houses affecting the Greek commitment to the project.

The It’s sill elect lies or I ircrs for next semester Dec. 2.
"The leadership of some of the houses
will change, but once you get a house behind
it Is community philanthropy), they’ll follow
through with it," Holm said.
Campus sorority leaders were present at
the Nov. 8 meeting, but have not voted to
make the trolley project part of their philanthropy activities for next semester." Panhellenic President Teri Kay Shiozaki said she
does not expect such a vote in a future panhellenic meeting.
"It will probably be up to the individual
houses to decide for themselves," Shiozaki
said. "It’s a very worthwhile project, but a lot
of the work that needs to be done is very timeconsuming and physically hard work."
Chi Omega President Robyn Boyle
echoed Shiozaki’s sentiments, saying her
house is involved with other activities and
will not have much time to devote to the trolley project

SJSU student to perform with San Jose Symphony in February
By Gloria J. Debowski
the piece," he said. "Some of the other (contestants) had
strange ideas which didn’t make sense."
Daily staff writer
In addition, it was Anderson’s strength at the piano,
Mark Anderson. a 22-year-old SJSU music major in
piano performance, will be performing with the San Jose also exhibited in the cassette tape he submitted for the
Symphony Orchestra after winning first place in the San preliminary judging, that set him apart from other conJose Symphony Association Young Pianist Competition testants, Boepple said.
last weekend.
"His sound at the piano was the strongest of any comAlong with the promise of playing Gershwin’s "Rhap- petitor. Mark was the only competitor we could imagine
sody in Blue" Feb. 7 and 8, Anderson received $1,000.
playing i with) a 100 piece orchestra," Boepple said. "He
Anderson was chosen for his ease of playing "Rhap- has an absolutely stunning sound at the piano."
sody in Blue," which was performed in the final competiAnderson has won several competitions in his 17
tion, and his interpretation of the piece, Hans Boepple, years of playing, including the Young Keyboard Artists
one of three judges, said.
Association, an international competition, he said.
"Mark had the most decided and consistent idea of
With performing classical music with a symphony as

his career goal, Anderson said he is looking forward to the
experience the Gershwin performance will give him.
Anderson said he is not sure what he’ll do with the
money he has won.
"I’d like to say I’ll do something exciting with the
money," Anderson said, "but I’ll probably just put it
away."
This is the first year the San Jose Symphony Orchestra has had a competition enabling a young pianist to play
with the orchestra, according to Celia Mendez, chairwoman and mastermind of the event. Mendez thought of
having the competition after lining up February’s Gershwin program. At that time, she suggested filling the
"Rhapsody in Blue" soloist opening with a young pianist.

After a report of the competition to the San Jose Symphony Orchestra Board of Directors next month, it will be
determined if the event will be held annually, Mendez
said.
"The board may feel it’s too risky to find someone
who can do the performance," Boepple said. "We’re
thankful Mark was in the competition."
First alternate in the competition, who received 8500,
is Katherine Svistoonoff, a 15-year-old freshman at California State University, Sacramento. Other finalists selected from 16 entries were from the San Francisco Conservatory of Music, University of California, Berkeley,
University of California, Los Angeles, and Katella Highschool. Anaheim Each Finalist received $200.

Senior
citizens
return to
college
Fly Jack Tordjman
Daily staff writer
It’s never too late logo to college.
At SJSU more than 150 senior citizens are enrolled in the Over Sixty
Fee Waiver Program and take
classes just like any other students.
"Finally, after more than 20
years, I have the opportunity to take
a piano class and learn how to play,"
said Louise Remington, 62, one of the
senior citizens enrolled in the program.
The Over Sixty Fee Waiver Program was designed to allow California residents, 60 years of age or
older, to enroll at SJSU through a fee
waiver program, said Marilyn Radisch, associate director of Admissions and Records.
Joseph Cabessa, 65, worked all
his life to support his family of six
children. Now that they’re all married, he said it’s time to take time for
himself and learn how to use computers.
Cabessa enrolled in the program
this semester. He said he deserves to
pay less because he has been paying
taxes all his life and a percentage has
gone to state universities.
Senior citizens in the program
only have to pay 85 and are exempt
from all other fees, such as application and student activities fees.
Radisch said that most SJSU senior citizens already have college degrees and return to school as graduate students. Others just want to
take a few classes, she said.
Christopher Lee, 65, went to
SJSU 25 years ago. He retired from
his job as a marketing representative
last year and enrolled in the Over
Sixty Program last spring. He wants
to earn an MBA and take some arts
classes.
Lee said that it was difficult at
the beginning, but that he received a
lot of support.
To help smooth the transition
back to the university, the Re-Entry
Advisory Program offers counseling
and
workshops.
said
Virginia
O’Reilly, coordinator and adviser at
the Re -Entry Advisory Program.
For instance, she said last Saturday’s transition day was a way to
provide prospective senior citizens
with information on what SJSU has to
offer.
SJSU was one of the two state
universities chosen in 1979 to begin a
senior citizens program, said Greg
Carter CSU academic representative. Long Beach State is the other
campus with such a program. Carter
said that SJSti’s diverse programs
were an important factor when the
legislature chose SJSU.
Carter said the Over Sixty Program was implemented to reward senior citizens. Originally called the
Retired Taxpayers University Program, the state legislature said it
was fair for senior citizens to go to
school and pay less.
Senior citizens must be admitted
to the university. Radisch said There
are no special admissions or exceptions.
"Even if they have been out of
school for some time, we always
manage to get transcripts and a
background of their education,’ ’ Hadisch said
Senior citizens may only enroll
on a space -available basis They can,
not register through Computer Assisted Registration or the first day of
registration at the beginning of the
semester
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ENTRY BUNK LITE BEER WINTER BREAK SWEEPSTAKES
OFFICIAL RULES NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
NAME
ADDRESS

PLEASE PRINT

INO PO BOXES PLEASE I

CITY

STATE

TELEPHONE

ZIP
AGE

I state that I am of legal drinking age in my state of residence
and hold no interest in an alcoholic beverage license
Mail this entry form to
Lit* Beer Winter Break Sweepstakes
PO. Box 4883 Blair, NE 68009
MILLER BREWING CO. MILWAUKEE WI

Here’s How To Enter:
1. On an official entry form or plain piece of 3" x 5" paper, hand print your name and address
2 Mail your entry in a hand -addressed envelope no larger than 41v, x 9, (#10 envelope) to Lite Beer Winter
Break Sweepstakes. PO Box 4883. Blair NE 68009 Enter as often as you wish, but each entry must be mailed separately All entries must be received by December 12. 1985 We cannot be responsible for lost, late or misdirected mail
3. All rand prizewinners through third prizewinners will be determined in a random drawing on or about December
16. 1985, from among all entries received Random drawing will be accomplished under the supervision of the D L
BLAIR CORPORATION. an independent judging organization whose decisions are final on all matters relating to this
offer The first 5.000 entrants will receive a bonus prize of a free issue of Ski magazine
4 This sweepstakes is open to college students who are residents of the U S and are of legal drinking age in
their state at time of entry The Miller Brewing Company. Philip Morns Inc Times Mirror Magazine. Inc.. their
distributors affiliates, subsidiaries. advertising and promotion agencies retail alcoholic beverage licensees and the
employees and families of each are not eligible This sweepstakes is void in the states of OH, MO and TX and
wherever prohibited by law limit one grand through third prize and one bonus prize per family Taxes on prizes are the
sole responsibility of prizewinners All tederat state and local laws and regulations apply The odds of winnings prize
depend upon the number of entries received
5 Travel prizewinners must agree to depart fmm and return to their home on dates specified by the Miller
Brewing Company Travel prizewinners and their companions most be of legal drinking age in their state ol residence
as well as in the state of Colorado No substitution of prizes permitted Grand prizewinners may be obligated to sign
and return an affidavit of eligibility within 10 days of notification In the event of noncompliance within this time period.
an alternate winner will be selected Any prize returned to the sponsor or to the D 1 Blair Corporation as undeliverable will be awarded to an alternate winner The approximate retail value of the grand prize is $2.500 each, first
prize - $100 each. second prize $75 each third prize $25 00 each, bonus prize $2 00 each
6 For a list of motor prizewinners. available after February 7. 1986, send a selatate. sell -addressed. stamped 1410
envelope to Lite Beer Winter Break Winners I iSt PO Box 4895, Blair, NE 68009

